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v 
DD10GRAPHIC AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN THE VILLAGE OF ORASAC, 
A PERSPECTIVE OVER TWO CENTURIES1 
By 
Joel M. Halpern 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
Modernization, urbanization, migration, rural-urban differen-
tiation--thcse are all wa.ys of thinking about our times as .... e try 
to assess wllere we have been. what \Ie are and the terms of future 
prospectn. 'l'hese broad-ranging idea categories are not susceptible 
to precise resolution .... hen discussing matters on a national or even 
regional level. The fates of individuals tend to be obscured in 
aggregated data. . On the other hand. the micro-ctudies often favored 
by anthropologists may tend to be short on perspectives o n general 
trends in the broader society . 'I'he purpose of this paper is to 
analyze patterns of socio-cultural evolution with regard to house-
hold structure. Thc methodology is an investigation of trends in 
a specific village as related to r egional and national indices . 
Stating that our concern is with social and cultural evolution 
would seem to imply at the outset that the focus is on linear and 
not circular time. My point of departure is a rural community and 
with individual life experiences as reflected in the cultural and 
democraphic data, and so there is a need to be concerned here vith 
both aspects of time: the yearly agricultural cycle and the hu~an 
life cycle run on concentric tracks while socio-cultural change 
projects lineal transformations . 
'l'he community described in this paper io the villa.ge of Orasac , 
in central Serbia. The time period considered is from the foundi~G 
of the village in the late 18th century up to 1975 . or about 200 
years. My central concern is with social change as reflected in 
the demographic data, specifically with the family-household unit 
and its forms of adaptation to change . 
It is important to first attempt to conceptualize the rela-
tionships betveen the chronological end points. The late 18th 
century witnessed the beginnings of the end of long Turkish 
domination in Serbia, with a gradual repopulation"of the ~UJ!Iadija 
region of central Serbia by migrants from the mountainous Dinaric 
regions of Montenegro and Hercegovina. Coming to an area covered 
with dense oak forest, their reliance vas primarily on grazing , 
with agriculture secondary . Organized in agnatic lineages, they 
migrated as family and kin groups , carrying with them as veIl a 
strong ornl tradition bearing memories of the Serbian medieval 
state and its destruction by the Turkish invasions in the lqth 
and 15th centuries. 
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These set.tlers to Ora sac a nd else .... herc in Sumadi.,,. ma.de 
clearings in t.he woods, built log cabins and past.ured t.heir s .... ine 
on the abundant acorns . Some who were more enterprising bec:unc 
merchant.s, t.rading pigs across the Danube into Ha.psburg lands. 
Karadjordj e , from the settlement of Topola. near Orasse, was such 
a n entrepreneur, combining a life of farming, trade and, when he 
felt it appropriate. armed brigandage against what were considered 
to be unreasonable demands of the Turkish rulers . Out of this 
env!ronment he emerged as the leader of the First Revolt against 
the Turks 1 .... hich began in Ora¥ac in 1804 . Subsequently he founded 
one of the t .... o rival dynasties which was to rule Serbia , and after 
World War I, Yugoslavia , up to World War II . 
The 19th century sa .... t he fillin g up of central Serbia , '.I'ith 
marked population increases accompanied by a shift a .... ay from a 
pastoral economy to .... ard one based more on plo .... agriculture . Li'/e-
stock '.I'as no longer grazed primarily in the .... oods Or on open pasture 
lands but provided .... ith corn and silage . The oak forests began to 
disappear , houses ceased to be made of .... ood and vere replnced by 
..,attle-and-daub construction , follo .... ed later by brick and cement . 
In the period from 1863 to 1961 the !>Opulation of O1'a'6ac 
practically doubled , from 1 ,082 to 2,023. In the same period the 
per capita livestock holdings in sheep declined approximately three-
fold, pigs decl ined by half and stall- fed cattle approximately 
doubled in absolute numbers , remai ning about the same on a per 
capita basis . The single- purpose ox, useful for hauling and 
plowing , .... as r eplaced by the multi - purpose co ..... which not only 
gave milk but could also be used for plowing and pulling carts . 
Technological innovation in t he form of i ron plo .... shares and 
improved car t s made possible an adaptation of this type . 
Lven the contrasts .... ith t he latter part of the 19th century 
(1893) and the mid- 20th century (1950 ) are striking . In the f ormer 
year Ora~ac had 440 hectares in meadows and pasture as compared t o 
226 for the later period , ~hile the amount of land i n .... heat and 
corn increased by more than 50% , from 650 to 1 ,108 hectares (for 
background data see Halpern , 1956 and Halpern and Halpern , 1972). 
The se micro- observations relate closely to deve l opments for 
Serbia as a vhole . There .... ere marked declines in per capita 
holdings in livestock bet .... een 1866 and 1890 . Taking the year 
1866 a s a base of 100 , t he per capita holdings vere 46 and 63 
for pigs and sheep respectively for 1890. Declines for all of 
Serbia continued up to the mid- 20th century . ~o that by 1950 the 
i ndiceo had fallen to 29 and 43 r espectively. These figures , 
of course I do not match precisely those for the village as such, 
since they are affected by t he overall urbanization patterns in 
Serbia a nd include different ecological region~ . 
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These changes are reflected in Tables 1 and 2, where the 
growth of Orasse has paralleled Serbia as a whole up to the 
early 1950 ' s , when a gradual depopulation or Orasse began . 
Before that point. both Serbia and Ora~ac experienced an approx-
imately seven- fold incr ease in population (Tables 1 and 2) . A key 
element has been the development of an urban population, 
particularly in the growth of the capital . Belgrade . Beginning 
with a base in 1829 of only about double that for the village 
of Or aBBe in 1948 (4 , 500) , t he ci ty achieved constant growth 
in the 19th century but did not attain signi ficant size until 
after World War I and especially aft.er World War II (Table 3 ) . 
The crucial period of change has been since World War I 
and even more so since Wor~d War II. In the 19th century the 
situation was one of slow change . The town-dwelling population 
of Serbia increased from some 41, 000 in 1834 to about 382 , 000 
in 1910 , and the rural-based population from 631,000 to 2 , 530 , 000 
in the same period , taki ng into account the respective growth the 
overall proport ion doub3ed: Serbia vas 6 . 5% urban i n 1835 and only 13% urba n in 1910. 
More recent fi gures deal vith Yugoslavia at large . Regarding 
the general pattern of Tural depopulation and urban gr ovth in 
Yugoslavia betveen 1921 and 1961, the percentage of the agr icul-
tural population dropped from 19% to 49. while t he overall 
population grew from 12. 5 to 16 million . But by 1960 there 
occurred very great shift s within the agricultural population , 
a8 a result of dispersed industrialization in Yugoslavia in the 
course of the 1950 ' s . Wi th an agriculturally based population 
of 9. 2 million, approximately 1. 3 million commuted daily to off-
farm Jobs. Even more importantly, between 1949 amI 1969 some 
2,162 , 000 Yugoslavs migrated from rural to urban areas . This 
means that almost 19% of the total population either moved from. 
rural areas or vas working outside the farm home by the 1960's . 
By 1910 the agricultural population had declined to only 42% , 
Borne half of what it had been 80 year s earlier. Focusing on the 
shift out of agriculture as a primary occupation and taking into 
account large-scale daily commuting by 1961 , some 2 ,848,000 persons 
had shifted out of agriculture to ano t her sour ce of main i ncome , 
and from 1961 to 1970 another 1,550, 000 followed . This . however, 
does not mean that the countryside has been abandoned . Almost 
60% of the population stil l lives in villages , in settlements 
of 2,000 or less . In 1910 there were approximately 1,400,000 
peasant workers commuting from t heir family farms to blue collar 
and white collar jobs . An important additional element has been 
the increasing number of Yugoslav workers abroad , mainly in 
Western Europe . Estimates differ, but a figure of approximately 
1,000 , 000 is of ten4c ited , with another 1-1/ 2 million family members 
accompanying them . This developme nt has been vi ewed as signifi -
cant enough to cause the 1911 cens us to have a separate category 
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tOT households of I, 2 or 3 or more members yho are listed as 
temporarily .... orking abroad . The Arandjelovac sub-d istrict (in 
which Orasac is located), .... ith some 11,689 households. lists 
360 in this category . representing 395 .... orkers and the families 
of some of them . For all Yugoslavia some 590.000 households 5 
are officially listed as temporarily located out of the country . 
The impact of post-war chanl!es in OraS'ae village can best 
be seen in the 1971 statistics. Out of a total of )126 house-
holds . 229 are listed as being either non-agricultural (73) or 
of mixed sources of income, .... ith only 197 deriving their income 
solely fl'om farming . These figures are given more meaning .... hen 
one .... atches the daily round in the village , beginning early 
every morning when village men and women board the 5 : 30 and 6 
o ' cloCk buses for the 8 kilometer ride to the market town, to 
their jobs at the firebrick factory, the electric insulator 
plant, the mineral water enterprise or to jobs in stores and 
district offices. If one sits outside at the village cafe on 
the road, onc can see cars with Austrian or Swedish plates 
driving past, anxious to get home after non- stop rides from 
temporary residences out of the country. These are local 
villagers , usually younger men, who have driven all this dis-
tance just to bc home fo), a f ew weeks during their vacations . 
The rapidly changing nature of the agricultural economy 
is further brought into focus for the returning researcher, 
who , looking for familiar contours , notes that the vineyard 
on the hill has been replaced by a new hou se and that another 
house is going up in the meadow next to the graveyard . These 
are homes of workers currently living abroad. Stopping to chat 
with an older villager he is told about the problems in trying 
to decide whether to sell a parcel of agricultural land near 
the newly paved road to a Belgr ade r esident who wants to put 
up a week-end cottage . Such conversations need to be conducted 
with caution, since the private cars and tractors which now hurry 
by are reminders that a villager was killed by a speeding car 
ear lier i n the month , when the pav i ng was completed . 
The past intermingles constantly with the present . One man 
is curious to learn more about the circumstances under which his 
brother , who migrated to Chicago years ago, was killed in a holdup 
of his small restaurant there , and he hopes the visiting American 
can provide some answers. Nearby, a traffic policeman from the 
market town, sent into the village to set up a speed trap, talks 
about his heroic Montenegrin ancestry . Several farme,rs park their 
tractors near the cafe , creating 8 minor traffic snarl as they 
stop to exchange pleasantries and have a mid-day drink. The 
younC village priest discusses the shortest route from here to 
the Ni~ highway, which he uses when he drives to visit his parents . 
A worker from the electric insulator plant, who is also chairman 
of the village counc il , exchanges ideas with the postal clerk 
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about r aioing local funds to lay gr avel on the feeder roads (until 
now these " roads " "'ere always known as putevi. and putici 1 paths and 
little paths, c lay- like ear t h ruts molded by y<::o.rs of use by cow 
carts) . 
The o.nthropolog ist, in the pl'oces~ of taping orally transmitted 
epic songs, 1::> interrupt ed i n his work .... hen the g r izzled old guslar 
(bard) lays down his s ingle-striny,cd ins trwncnt and asks him to 
translat.e the i nst ruction s that cwne ..... ith a. .... utef' pump his son 
purchased . A neighbor overhears and comments on t.he advant.ages o f 
a gravit.y f eed system. On another occasion the collec t i ng of a 
genealogy is halted by the arrival of two linemen from t.he electric 
company in town, info rming the household elder that n heavier duty 
line will have to be instal l ed in order to handle the load consumed 
by the combination of electric stove , pump, 'rv !.jet and the l atest 
household purchase , his daughter-in-law ' s ne ......... ashing machine. The 
old timer begins to curse modern life , whereupon his wife dusts the 
flour from her hands, firmly knots her kerchief and asks one of t he 
men to explain the mechanic s o f t he ne .... fuse boX" to her . She says 
her husband has neither patience nor head for stich matters . 
Such random recollectio ns hel p to sum up significant c hanges 
vhich have occurred in Ora~ac since the time of t he i nvestigator ' s 
first visit in the early 1950' s. Then bus service was i nfrequent , 
and most villagers walked 'When they had to go to Arand.) elovac . If 
they had business in Belgrade they took the narrow gauge railroad 
from a station in a nearby village. (Today the line is used only 
for freigh t bus service having sU]lplanted t he tra.in. ) At that time 
OTlL!ac had ye t to be electrified , a nd kerosene lamps \oIcr e us ed 
exclusively. The factories in An~ndJelovac had not yet begun 
operation. The road through Oratuc .... as a pot-holed obstacle course 1 
which pe r sisteduntil 1975 . A small lignite mine, since shut down, 
vas in operation 1n the village , giving non-agricultural employme nt 
to some village men. No one 'Worked in Western Europe . There were 
no privately owned cars , and no tractors . No homes had indoor 
plumbing, and even mor e important l y , vater for the livestock had 
to' be hauled up from open vells or carried some distance in buckets 
suspended from shoulder poles . At that time, i n the market to\m , 
it was possible to know immediately by dress IoIho .... as a peasant and 
who was not. Today this is usual l y impoSSible, especially among 
the younger people. 
In the early 1950 l s tHe standard o f liv i ng vas considerably 
lower, but expectations ve r e also less . Since there vere few 
opportunities outside the village there 'Was a more stable soc ial 
structure . Fewer older people .... ere living alone . It was unthink-
able f or a mother to leave her familY if she vere dissatisfied at 
home, although s uch options were open to men . Children born out of 
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wedlock were the Tare exception . Divorce vas rare . Institutional-
izing the feeble-minded vas very uncommon. It vas prope r to die in 
bed. not in a hospital . Babies were usually born at home . While 
there were cases of villagers who never married, these were unusual , 
and the people were reaarded 8S defective in some vay . Common- lav 
marriages 'Were infrequent . Older men CQuld and would recite their 
genealogies to a depth of 8 qr mo~e generations , and chanting the 
heroic epics to the accompaniment of the gusle was not considered 
a special achievement . 
Proper courtship patterns included a ritual promenade of young 
people up and dovn the long cobbled main street of Arandjelovac on 
market day. At other times villagers could herd pigs or sheep along 
this street bothered only occasionally by a truck or bus. Today , 
despite a nev town bypass , the ma in street , wid ened and leveled , is 
always thronged with cars , and parking along the sides is often 
difficult to find. Livestock markets are still held on the grassy 
slopes just two blocks from the main street, but the animals are 
brou~ht in by cart or truck . The mineral water spa has had one of 
its hotels renovated and up-graded to A Category, and the park is 
graced by sculptures from local marble, the results of an inter-
national art festival held in Arandjelovac. Nearby is a new shopping 
complex, with bank, supermarket , department store and new housing. 
The artisans ' shops which formerly flanked the street -- the sandal-
maker, the potter, the candle-maker, the wheelwright , the hatter, 
the rope-maker -- have either disappeared o r concentrate on tourist 
souvenirs . 
This paper does not seek to define and evaluate these kinds o f 
changes but merely to present them as background against which dereo-
graphi c and social st.ructural change has been occurring . The c!1enges 
in birth , death and marriage r ates and the sequences of household 
changes detailed in the follov ing pages cnn be better understood 
against the complex broader background·. 
One of the clearest long term trends has been the change in 
average household size . For Ora~ac there has been an overall decline 
of about 50% since the mid 19th century . f r om about 8.4 to the p~esent 
level of 4.4 (Table 1). This appears to have taken place gradually 
and consistently, ~ith the period of the early 1900 ' s representing 
a mid-point. The earlier period seems to have been stable for che 
first few decades , followed by an initial decline 1n the late 19th 
century and a further transition period following World War I. In 
the last quarter century there appears to have been a period of 
stabili ty . These changes experienced in Ora~ac are approximately 
paralleled by the nearby villages of Ban,la, Stojnik . VI'bica , and 
Kopljnre . Patterns for the towns of Arandjelovac and ~Iladenovac 
are significantly different , especially in the period si nce 19113 
(Table 4). Thes e towns either tripled or quadrupJ ed their popu1~tion 
in the post-war period, while the villages remained stable or theil' 
populati on decreased. A special case if Bukovik, formerly a village 
adjacent to Arandjelovac , but nO\l a suburb of the to ..... n itself, .... hich 
experienced a CO~ gl'ovth from 1948 to 1971. 'I'hus, .... hile average 
household size in villages has been declining consistently over the 
past 25 years, it seems to have remained relatively stable at the 
reduced size level despite the great increase in population . 
Some insicht into the processes of change is obtained from 
Table 5 , based in part. on census data obtained from the Serbian 
Statistical Bureau . Even during the 19th century there was a 
marked shift in the age structure of the population, with declines 
1n the 0-10 age group and increase in those over age 61. These 
trends were consistent over the approximately 100 year span covered 
by the tables. Tbe most marked changes overall have been the increase 
in the age 51 and over category and the decline in the percentage of 
those age 20 and under. As Tables 5 and? indicate, Ora~a.c in 1890 . 
fairly closely approached the averages for rural Serbia a!:; a .... hole 
in 1900 . As might be expected, the age structure of the to~!:; dif~cc$ 
from that of the villages . In 1971 the differences were quite r:s.rked 
(Table 7) . 'fhe villages contain proportionately a greater percentage 
of older people (over 50 and particularly over 60), about t\JO or 
three times as many over 60 as do the to .... ns. Other differences are 
for those in the childbearing years of age 20-39 . .... ith about a. third 
of the urban population in this category , ..... hile only about a fourth 
of the villaBe population falls in this group. The implications for 
the future seem quite apparent unless this trend is to be offset by 
a higher compJeted family size among village populations as con-
trasted \(i th those in to'WU,' 'rhis appears unlikely. Predictably , 
the percentages for all Serbia fall somewhere between these two local 
variations. 
A further understanding of household structure is obtained from 
Table 8 . As is conclusively demonstrated here , the largest house-
holds, I.e. those ..,tth 16 or more members , were always a small per-
centage of the overall number of households , even though they 
obviously contained a larger share of the population than their 
proportion of households would indicate . Belgrade in the early 
18th century seems to have had a pattern of large household str uc-
tures roughly approximating that of some villages in the late 19th 
century . The smallest size household categories (three members or 
less) have increased in all, settlements over time and are much higher 
in to'WTlS and hi.ghest of all in Belgrade , .... here they are t vo- thirds 
of all households i n that category in 1961. The most · consistently 
important cateeory has been that of the ~-5 member size in \Jhich the 
nuclear family is presumably predominant . With a few exceptions , 
it has e ncompassed from one- fourth to one- third of all households 
in Belgrade from the 18th century to the mid-20th . The 6- 10 me~ber 
household has declined consistently but is still a significant 
proportion of all households for Serbia generally. Unfortunately . 
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becau se of the Yay in which census data are summarized, it is not 
possible to reconstruct the proportion of total population in 
each category. But the continuing significance of this size 
category does indicate the persistence of the extended family . 
There Is, hovever , information vhich enables us to put these 
data in a national perspective. The average household size in 
Ywgoslavia declined from 5. 1 in 1921 to 4 . 4 in 1948 and 3.8 in 
1971. On the other hand, as indicated above , the extended family 
continues to be significant . Households of 6 or more member s 
accounted for 22% of the total Yugoslav population 1n 1961 and 
for lSr. in 1971. while the percentage of extended famil ies in all 
hou seholds ranged fr om 28% in 1953 to 26% in 1961 . The nucSear 
family became the predominant type~ rising from 54% to 70r. . 
Changes in vital rates are given in Table 9 . Data for Ora~ac 
are from original records while those for Serbia . Belgrade and the 
distri ct of Kragujevac are based on estimates prepared by the Serbian 
Statistical Bureau. Although there i s a degree of random variation 
in the Ora'§ac figW'es . as might be expected for the relatively small 
sample. overall the figures fairly closely match those from the 
district and the republic as a whole (Belgrade deviates . since it 
contained a mobile population and is not as homogeneous ethnically 
a s is the countryside). The marriage rate has remained approximately 
stable , and both birth and death rates have fallen in a consistent 
patt ern. These in turn have been related to changes in the propor-
tions of the population i n each age group. as noted earlier (Table 5 ) . 
Interestingly, the data for Or asac show that the proportion of the 
population in the child-bearing years (21-40) varied only between 
28% in 1863 and 30% in 1961 (Table 5 ). On this micro-level there 
are interesting contrasts between 1881 and 1951 . Village registers 
list the birth order of each child : of the 58 women who bore 
children in 1881,27. or approximagely half , wer e having their 
fifth to tv~lfth child; in 1951, with approximately the same number 
of births (52) , only 1 was in this category (Halpern 1956:290). 
Although the trends in birth and death rates are clear (Table 9) , 
they do not give the results of the last 20 years , nor do they present 
an overal l pattern. For the period 1951-1955 the birth rate for 
Yugoslavia generally ~as 28 . 2 , deaths were 12 .1 and the natural 
increase ~as 16.1. but by 1971- 1972 t he change was dramat i c : vhile 
the death rate had fallen to 8 .9, births had declined by almOSt one-
third, to 18.2 and the natural increase had diminished to 9 . 3 . 
Another factor related, at least indirectly. to the declining 
birth rate has been the increasing life expectancy at birth. This 
grew in Serbia for males from 59 years in 1952-1954 to 67 y§ars in 
1968-1910 while the increase for females was from 61 to 11. 
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The first part of this paper has attempted to place village 
level micro data in a larger perspective. In the second half of 
this paper , 'We ..,ill examine ho .... social and demographic changes 
apply 1..0 t..he 11 yes of specific people, families and households. 
Felloving is un analysis of a series of eight case studies of 
individual households in Orasac over the approximately four 
decaues from 1928 to 1966 , specifically for the years in ..,hich 
household censun data are available for analysis (1928 , 1948, 
1958,1961 and 1966) . These data have been combined with figures 
from birth, marriage and death records and have been used to 
reconstruct household structures depicted in the figures and 
Bummari~cd in the tables for the selected eight household~ 
(designated here as Households I - VIII). These households \Jere 
chosen on a random basis from the universe of data available , 
although a precondition for selection \.las continuity, i . e. that 
the head of the household or his successors had to be present 
in each of the years considered . In addition , an effort \.las made 
to select both large and small households, including those in 
which most members had migrated or died out by the end of the 
period considered . Data for 1975 are available as \Jell but have 
not yet been incorporated into this cyclical format. Inclusion 
in future publications is planned. Where the investigator \Jas 
able to make supplemental observations on events in 1975 these are, 
hovever. included as descriptive comment . Oata
9
for 1928 are based 
on a record book in the village clerk ' s office. Those for 1966 
and 1975 are based on reconstructions made by informants and the 
village clerk. \.lhile the years 1948, 1953 and 1961 use official 
cenSUB data . In keeping \.lith the Serbian rural convention , the 
eldest male is usually cl assified as the household head (even 
though he may have passed on his day-to-day authority by the time 
he is in his early sixties) . 'l.'here is , however, no formal retire-
ment from the role as household head, as has been the case in 
parts of We stern Europe and some other areas of Eastern Europe . 
In analyzing these records an assumption has been made that 
femal es who disappear from t he records and are not present on 
death records have married out . Males vho are not present in 
the records are assumed to have migrated. On the basis of records 
presently available , it is hoped to make these assumptions more 
specific as data on migration and on place and date of marriage 
are added to the overall data set. The records do" present other 
difficulties , especially \.lith classificatory use of certain 
affinal kin terms. For example, snnja, female in-law . can be 
brother's wife (sister-in-lav), daughter-in-law or granddaughter-
in-law. Further, when there are two daughters-in-law present in 
the household it is not alvays clear vhich is linked to \Jhich son . 
In addition, grandchildren have had to be linked to a particular 
set of parents. Anot~er problem is identification of t.he deceased 
husband of a sister-in-law \.lho continues to be part of the household 
after her spouse ' s death. An attempt has been made to indicate all 
• 
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the children born to a particular couple even though they may no 
longer be present in the household at the time of the first census . 
Essentially two simultaneous processes are vie .... ed in the 
r econstruction of these structures . First is the household cycle , 
having as its motivating force the changes in individual life 
statuses through birth, marriage and death . Second are the evo:u-
tionary trends of decreased fertility and increased longevity , along 
..... ith the gro .... i ng proportion of migration . Together with these trends 
is an increasing acceptance of divorce as an alternative and of 
gro .... ing use of state services which enable old people to live alone 
more easily or an alternative of institutionalization . These influ-
ences are reflected in various ways in the sequential changes in 
household structures considered bela ..... . 
In looking at these eight households,first consideration is 
given to basic external features , chiefly changes in s ize over 
generations. Another char acteristic considered is number of genera-
tions present at a given time . Changing internal 'relationships from 
the poi nt o f view of the continuity o f dyadic kin ties over time are 
described . When households divide the .... ays in wh ich this occurs , 
..... hcther through decision to divide or because of the death of the 
head. it is necc!:>sary to see , in age specific terms. ho .... relative 
kinship positions shift . Finally changing fertility patterns are 
examined as revealed in completed family size and child spacing 
(the latter unfortunately incomplete . since data on miscarriages , 
abortions and stillbirths are not r ecorded in this set of data) . 
A long term object ive of this research on the interrelationships 
bet .... een life cycles and household cycles is to explor e ho .... changing 
patterns of fertility , longevity and migration influence both the 
length of the cycles and the manner in ..... hich household fi ssioning 
occurs. This paper is intended primarily as an introductory effort 
to ..... ard that long term objective . For each household group considered 
a series of five tables is given . It should be stressed that although 
households can include non-relatives . all of the households con-
sidered here are in essence variations on extended family s tructures . 
The emphasis in compiling the tables has not been 0 11 identifying 
particular structures at a given point in time but r ather in 
attempting to see process. The first table takes two points of 
measurement. the 1928 census .... hich is seen as a base line and the 
time of death of the household head . Then using data derived from 
birth and marri age dates th'e length of the dyadic kin tie to the 
household head i s given. It i s pertinent to point out that these 
tables do not . of course . present the universe of kin . These tables 
deal only with those f ormally listed as belonging to the same house-
hold . 'rhus close kin who may live nearby, but not i n the same 
househOld , a re not listed. This i s also the case .... ith r elat ives 
.... ho have migrated even though these ties may also be vitally impor-
tant t o the household . The tables do, ho .... ever, give us a picture 
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of the changing relationships with the most significant kin vit hi n 
the same household . 
The first tabl e also lists the duration of the kin tie with 
the wife of the household head . This table permit s us to see the 
basic t.ime parwneters which cond ition the stability of the house-
hold. The decl ining time sequence of duration of dyadic ties as 
between hU::Jband and wife, household head and 'Wife ..... ith son and 
daughter-in-law . children and grandchildren is readily apparent . 
The greatest time potential for a dyadic tie is , of course , with 
co-resident. brothers but this had ceased to be a common pattern 
by 1928. While t he trends are r eadily apparent the individual 
expectations are readily predictable only in a general way . Thus 
a key factor in determining the nature of the household unit is 
the length of t he marital t ie, assuming no divorce . This can be 
designated as a primary structural element . The second element is 
the length of the father- son tie , or as usually happens subsequently 
t he mother-son tie. These are crucial to the continuity of the 
household . This table also aids in seeing the extent of time 
continuity betveen the generations a s , for example, between grand-
parent s and grandchildren. 
The subsequent table measures the changes cwbseque nt to the 
death of the original household head using the various census 
period s a~ points in time . The third table attempts t o summarize 
changes which have taken place in households in t he intervals 
between census data . The ·fourth tabl e lists the r ealignment in 
kin statuses which take place at the death of thc previous hOllse-
hold hea~and the fifth summarizes fertility data by component 
couples . 'l'he figures , as contrasted .... ith the tables, make it 
more easily to visualize the points at .... hich fi ssion occur s . They 
also enable us to see the entent to which a cycle is completed or 
.... here the cycle e nds with the children migrating from the village 
and the parent or parents remaining . 
Because of the nature of the data .... e can be most precise about 
the l ength of dyadic ties . It is not possible at this point to 
recover data on the time of fission , or the time of migrat ion or 
marrying out . Individual longevity may not be the most crucial 
determinant of the household cycle but it is the one .... e can measure 
here with the greates t precis ion . What these diagrams and charts 
attempt to focus on is the identification of a series of household 
forms and their continuity over time and also t o provide specific 
information as to ho .... people move into speci fi c household structures 
through birth and marriage and out of the system through death and 
migration or marrying out . If one .... ere hypot hesizing a simple 
stable society .... ith no natural increase, movement into ho useholds 
through birth would presumably be matched by movement out through 
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death . Those marrying in would be balanced off by t hose marrying 
out, assuming the patrilocal and patr ilineal patterns prevalent in 
Serbia. Such stability is not the case . The attempt het'e is to 
attempt to identify types of process in a preliminary way . Although 
we do not hnve a simple stable mod'el we can still conceptualize 
process or cyclical development as movement into nnd out of house-
hold structures although the end lesult~ are not readily predictable. 
Turning now to Hous ehold I (Figs . 1- 6 and Tables 10-14), we 
have an eX8Jllple where s ize has remained r elatively consta nt over 
time . The ownber of gene rations remains three , having risen to 
four for one period only. At the time of the death o f t he original 
household head in 1933 (for purposes of this paper the head i n 1928) , 
he had been married for 46 years when he died at age 70. His son 
(#3) vas 32 and hi s daughter-in-law had been resident in the house-
hold for 14 year s . The grandchildren were 13, 12 and 10 (Table 10 
and fi g . 2). Thus the household head d id not live to see t he 
marriage of his only grand son (H7), an event which did not take 
place until 14 years later; hi s wi fe, however, did survive the 
arrival of great - grandchildren (fig. 4), and the older of these 
vas 12 whe n she died . 
In prc~cnting these structures, concern with duration of kin 
t ies is important because the time factor appears to be essential 
in determini ng the quality of relationships . The fact that increased 
longevity has made possible dyadi c kin ti cs o f varying intensity is 
an impor tant poi nt . The increased longevity of women has meant, of 
course, that not only do their dyadic ties endure longer than those 
of men but also that they have t he possibil ity of forming a wider 
variety of kin rel at ionships , as in the case of #2 with # ' s 9 and 
10 . Referr i ng back to the statistics for a moment , the fact that 
only 1% of the Ora~:ac population vas over 61 in 1863 meant that 
even third generation ties were severely res tricted . The situation 
had a l ter ed somewhat by 1890 , but not markedl y (Table 5). It would 
appear that these relationships have become more common in the second 
half of the twentieth century. 
Once the grandson (#7) had completed his f amily fornation with 
the bir t h o f a daughter (HIO) in 1950, the household remained stable 
through 1966 (and continues on in 1915). In lineally extended terms 
it reached its maximum expansion in 1953 with an 80 year span between 
the vife of the deceased head (#2) and he r youngest great-grandchild 
(HIO in Table 11) . The stability of Household I actually ~as endured 
because of the fact that neither of the great-grandch:Lldren . ages 21 
and 25 (in 1975), have yet married. t4arriage in each case has been 
postponed past t he point where it occurred for earlie r generations 
and vhere it occurs in most village hous eholds t oday . 
The young woma n, dissatis fied with her work in the market t own 
and he r r esidence at home in the village, and overeducated \lith 
r espect to finding a sui table spouse locally, is planning to move 
to Belgr a.de . 
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In their effort s to entice the young man to remain at home in 
the village, his father and grandfather moved the household into 
a larger, moder n house which they constructed near th e )'oad. They 
also bought him a car, which he uses for commuting to his factory 
job in to_m. These f eatures are important . for hou ses 'Were formerly 
built on the land well off the road. a holdover from Turkish t imes . 
The more up-to-date location a nd the auto nre seen as lures for II 
prospective bride, perhaps fr om town , who would not otherwi se want 
to "tramp in the village mud. " As the last male descendent of the 
original household head, if #9 chooses not to marry and live in 
the villag~ Household I will cease to exist in Orasac when the 
present members die . 
There is another dimension to the data, not directly concerned 
vith demographic struc ture but meriting conunent her e . 'l'here i s 
structural stability inherent in the data . but underlying this in 
the case of Household I are interpersonal t ens i ons and stresses. 
They occur between the present father-in-Ia"'" (#3) and daughter - in-
lav (# B) and also among all three generations . "Stability" is a 
surface feature; underneath , Household I is anything but stable . 
That is when we describe the continuity over t ime of dyadic ti es 
ve are not making any Judgments on their affect . 
In contrast to the lineal extension of Household I , in the case 
of Household II (Figs. 7 - 11 and 'l'ables 15 - 19) we have the now 
relatively r are situation of a vidoved household head with two mal"ricd 
nons and grandchildren . Exactly this kind of lateral extension based 
on the co- residence of married brothers vas common i n 1863 but had 
practically disappeared by the end of Wor ld War II . In 1863 , in 
terms of relationship to household head , t here were 85 instances of 
brother ' s childre~oliving i n the same household ; in 1961 there was 
only 1 such case . (And only 1 such case in this paper , f rom 
Household VIII for 1928 , wher e indiv i dual members are listed as 
nieces and nephews of the household head . ) Because of increased 
longevi ty of the household head , the number of cases o f multiple 
daughters- in- law was much greater i n 1928 than in 1863. Once the 
household head died , however , t hese r elations hips appear to have 
been unstable, and divisions usually took plac e . 
Household II split by 1948 , three years after the death of t he 
household head. (Figure 8 represents a reconstruction for 1945 but 
there is no empirical documentation . By 19~8 one of the two grand-
sons of the late head (r() had migrated out , a nd one of the t wo 
granddaughters had married out (H8) . By 1953 t he other (#9) married 
out . Her parents , however, (Fig. 11), now an older couple (H ' s 4 and 
5) cont inued living alone . By 1975 both had died . 'l'heir house con-
tinued to be used by their younger daughter (H9) , who often came down 
from Belgrade with he r husband and children. using the house as a 
weekend retreat . The older daughte r (H8 ), .... ho had married i n nearby 
town of Arandjelovac, kept beehives on t he family plot and came to 
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check them regularly. These ties to the land and the village will 
undoubtedly continue although in effect the branch desi gnated as 
Household II B has ceased to exist in the village. 
From 1948 through 1966 the other branch, I I A, remained stable 
at three generations . By 1915 the oldest surviving generation 
(# ' s 2 and 3) had died , the youngest generation had l e ft the vil l age , 
#11 t o marry and Join her worker husband in Switzerland , and #12 to 
move to Belgrade as a mechanic. Interestingly, they both have strong 
ties to thc village , the mechanic returning regularly to help his 
fal.her (#6). now past prime physical strength . with seasonal agl'icul-
tw'al chores nnd, at the same time, has romantic memori es of village 
life " the 'Way it used to be." His sister has been sending r emittances 
home and she and her husband plan to settle in Orasac permanently. 
after they acquire funds for the construction of a house on a plot 
that 'Was f ormerly the household' 5 vineyard . NeanW'hile. she had to 
leave her own small daughter (born after 1966) with her parents in 
the vi llage . This was partly for practical reasons and partly 'With 
the knovl edge that the air, food , water . etc . is "healthier in 
Ora~ac than in Europe . " If #11 and her husband do indeed return , 
and take up residence in the projected neW' home . bot h will be 
oriented t oward Arandjelovac for job opportunities , using Orasac 
as a base from 'Which to commute. 
The completed family size of the three generations (Table 19) 
indicates some stability in family Size, declining from three to 
tvo children. In this particular case the original household head 
exceeded both his sons in longevity. Another unc ommon feature of 
Household II 1s that the vife of the household head died relatively 
young, at age 31. some 5 and 12 years before the respect ive arrivals 
of the household ' s future daughters-in-law (II ' s 3 and 4). Such 
idiosyncratic events as the early death of the wife in Household 
II can condition the nature of the subsequent cycle of household 
formation by affecting the interperson~l relationships 'Within the 
household. It is possible to hypothesize in this case that the 
early death of the mother removed a moderating influence which 
results in conflict between the sons. 
Perhaps the most significant point about the cycle in the case 
of Household II i s that baring the return of the daughter from abroad 
both branches of this household vil1 cease to exist. As ve have seen 
this is also a possibility 'With Household I . In C0mparing these two 
households we can see that they closely approximate each other in 
maximal age distance between household members. The first being 80 
and the second 79 . The degree of overlap betveen the first and 
fourth generations is 12 years in Household I and 5 in Household II . 
i.e. the age of the eldest great -grandchild at the death of the great-
grandpa r ent. The length of the marital tie was 46 and 19 years 
respectively for Households I and II, on the other hand the ages of 
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son a succeeding to headship vas 32 for the first and for the second 
household, 51 and 44. The trend toward ultimate dissolution of 
these households is clearly indicated by the increase in average 
age of the members from 29 to 41 for Household I and 23 t.o 57 for 
the combined average for Household II. In both cases there seems 
to be st r ong possibilities that this is a terminal cycle , in the 
case of I because of delayed marriage and for II because of migra-
tion vith only a possibility of r eturn of one of the children . 
Households vary greatly in the complexity of their changes over 
time. Household III CRgs. 12-15 and Tables 20-24} is a lineal 
ext.ended household ",ith a consistency of three generations over the 
33 year period in our survey and a complete cycle . The only changes 
are due to the marrying out of a daughter (#4), the migration of a 
grand son (#6) and the eventual deaths of the head and his wife . This 
household succeeds only briefly in achieving four generations, in 
the interim between the 1953 and 1961 census periods, after the fir s t 
great-grand~on was born and before t he wife of the original head died . 
Four generations co- existed f or five years. Subsequent to 1966 the 
succeeding head (#3) died , so that the bas~c configuration of a 
nuclear fam1ly with a surviving mother of a now head is reenacted 
(fig. 15) as the household cycle repeats (fig . lit). Here the 
husband/wife tie between the original head and his wi fe (1 and 2) 
lasted for 51 years , compared to 39 years in the succeeding genera-
tion (3 and 5) . The residen t son of the original household head 
(.f3) was 50 at the death of his father, but vhen he himself died 
his own re sident son was only 34 (#7); an older son (#6) became a 
physician in America, and he visits Orasac with hi s wifc approximately 
every ot he r year . His wife i s from the Vojvodina region across the 
Danube, one o f several cases where men origi nally from Oraifac have 
married from outside the immediate region. 
In the oldest generation in Household III the father-in- lav/ 
daught er-in-law tie lasted 32 years but only 11 years in the suc -
ceeding generation . Again, when considering cases of kinship 
dynamics we have overall 'patterns of demographic evolution but 
should never expect them to be played out simplistically in indivi-
dual cases . 
In its external characteristics Household III has been stable, 
varying between 4 and 6 members for the period considered ans with 
ita structure remaining at three generations . The maximal age dis-
tance with i n the household has aleo remained r elatively stable, 
varying bet.ween 48 and 58 years (Table 22) . This means that succeeding 
sons have grown up in households similar in kinship environment to that 
experi.enced by their fathers. The kin category shifts depicted in 
Table 23 are repeated totally 15 years later , with only the grand-
daughter to daughter ~hift added. The pattern of stability of 
l 
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structure of this particular household over time is reinforced in 
t he fert1lity synopsis presented 1n Table 24 , where for each of the 
thr ee gencration~ there was a lapse of a year before the birth of 
t he f il'st child , and a total of t ..... o children in the completed f!l..'nily 
size. Such patterns of consistency are suggestive of birth control 
of some sort. That abortion is a frequent experience in rursl Serbia 
is indicated by extensive interview data and by the writings of local 
public health officials for at least 40 years . Household III mani -
fests what might be called a normal cycle of a three generation 
lineally extended household as contrasted vith the potentially ter-
mi nal cycles in the first t wo cases . The cyclical effect is best 
indicated by the average age in household figures as given in Table 
22 , building up from 27 to 48 and then decr easing to 29 before rising 
to 34. 
Household IV . in contrast . displays a variety of forms over 
time (F i gs . 17- 23 and Tables 25- 29) . There is both lateral and 
lineal extension with nuclear fam i ly phases subsequent to division . 
Here too there is oscillation between two and three generations . 
In the case of Household IV there is also the relatively unusual 
situation of the putative house hold head absent from the list of 
those present in the village in 1928. His death at age 81 in 1936 
is, however , listed . 
In this household , the combination of relatively late age at 
marriage in three succeeding generations ('rable 29) and the relatively 
early death of the succeedi ng head (#1 at age 5~) prevented t he 
rormation o~ a three g~~~?tlon bousebcl& ~i\n \n~ ~~c~~t\c~ c~ tne 
cases of surviving mothers of heads. I ndivi dual lla (the putative ' 
head) married at age 19 . his older son (HI) was born the same year 
but did not marry until age 32 . Hi s (#l ' s) son (86) was 29 at 
marriage , although the latter ' s own son (814) was apparently born 
the year before . However. this death of HI at age 54 prevented the 
co-existence of a third gene r ation . Thi s pattern continued into 
t he original third generation vith the death of #6 , also at age 54. 
By 1975. however, the younger gr andson , #7, was proudly s howing off 
t vo sets of young grandchildren as a result of the r ecent marriages 
of hi s own t wo sons (# ' s 12 and 13 ). 
These two young men represent an interesting s ituation . Both 
are miBrant wOI'kers in Sweden . At present they are living there . 
each with his aloin nuclear family. Over the summer of 1975 t hey used 
their vacation time to take turns driving all the vay home to Or asac 
in their jointly owned car , where . together with thei r father , they 
broke ground for a new house in the village . The design of the house 
calls for the three generations , that is, their parents (# ' s 7 and 11) 
and their two nuclear families , to dwell together in a common r esidence . 
These two brothers not only migrated together . T~ey also work t ogether 
in the swne shop . share an apartment in Sweden , and theil' young wives 
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alternate factory .... ork and infant care , so that the young babies of 
each can be taken care of jointly. freeing one young mother to earn 
money for local expenses and for r emittances for the house fund in 
Ora~ac. They explained that they maintained a common budget , even 
to the extent of sharing clothing and infant equipment, a form of 
sharing wh ich exceeds that usually described for the cl asn ic Balkan 
joint family . 
The fraternal bond is clearly strong. Whether this tie persists 
over time. with the continued willing cooperation of the two young 
sisters-in-law, whether the plans for construction of the joint house 
are r ealized, and whether their parent s survive to participate in a 
three generation household r emains to be seen . If t he plans do york 
out, they will all have the opportunity to experience a type of joint 
household that failed to materialize fOT two preceeding generations . 
He re the structur ing of joint household arrangements are no t 
based so much on derived personal expe riences as on kinship ideolo-
gies which conti nue to have meaning in this soc iety well into the 
late 1970 ' $ . An interesting commentary her e is t hat Household IV , 
if it achieves its goal , viII result i n the kind of structure Orasac 
vill ager s regard wi th nostal gi a as ideal. This particular lineage 
has never been highly regarded i n the village . But nov people such 
as tho$e in Household I, who would like nothing better than to keep 
their young man in the village and carryon the line. l ook t o devel-
opments i n Household IV .... ith frank envy -- first, fo r t he per'petuation 
of the lineage (t .... o healthy infant great-grandsons) . and second , for 
the hannonious relationships between generations and , importantly, 
between the young brothers and their wives. 
Turning back t o the data , the fact that the older grandson (H6) 
did not marry until several years after the death of hi s gr andmother 
preven ted the possibility of formation of a household of four genera-
tions . Thi s can come about only by survival t o old age accompanied 
by relatively early age at marriage. In 1975 # ' s 12 and 13, at ages 
2~ and 26 , ar e already fathers and therefore younger than their own 
father at this stage of his life cycle. With the additional factor 
of longer li fe expectancies for all concerned, we have at least an 
actuarial basis for t he maintenance of kin t ies extending i nto four 
generations . 
Of course, in terms of maintenance of ties, the soc i al and 
economic factors ar e vital. Thi s is being bolstered by the vage 
labor abroad, the firm plans for the joint home, the already existing 
joint ownership of a car and sharing of a common apartment, budget 
and cooperative work plan in Sweden . The South Slavic zadrugs , with 
its joint family pattern of common ownership of land and livestock , 
it a communal living patterns and organization on the principle of 
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patriarchal authority , usually vested in the eldest male, no longer 
exists as such -- but clearly it is for some a viable model, and 
the values it represents have by no means disappeared . If all goes 
po planu, according to plan , therefore , #7 may one day be a "patriarch . " 
In summing up the experience of Household IV we see a r esem-
blance to the experience of ~ouse~old III and in contrast wi th House-
hold s I and II. In this present case we have both cycling and 
f1ssiening . The average age of the household has remained consi stently 
low, between 22 a nd 34 . although the maximal generational depth has 
remained limited to thr ee and the maximum age differential has never 
exceeded 60 (Table 21) . Further the complexity of lateral extension 
present in 1928 seem unlikely for the future although lineal extens ion 
is a possibiljty and t he future continuity of the household line seems 
relatively assured . The uniqueness of this situation among the cases 
examined so far is the presence of the fraternal bond, in a pre-~rital 
sta.te as between 1 and 5 (Figure 16), 6 and 10 (Figure 18) and 
especially subsequent to 1966 as between 12 and 13 (figure 22) in a 
post-marital phase. If these two brothers do return and move into 
the house now under construction with their respective nuclear 
famili es and their parents the size and complexity will equal that 
of the original household in 1928 but this time with three couples 
as nodes inst ead of the two at that time . 
1~e case of Household V (Figs . 23- 27 and Tables 30- 34) permits 
us to examine the transition from a degree of three generation lateral 
extension to one of f our generation linear extension and its existence 
in this form over a l4-year period , from the birth of the first great-
grandchild in 1946 to the death of the wife of the household head in 
1960 . Here #'s 1 and 2 lived to ages 94 and 92 respectively. Given 
the virtual absence of a population over age 71 in the 19th century 
(for Ora~ac , . 0% in 1863 and .6fo i n 1890 (see Table 5); for all of 
Serbia only 1 . 5%), the possibilities for such relationships were 
infrequent . It is, of course , another' matter to discuss the signi-
ficance of such relationships in terms of the huma n experience . For 
a child growing up in a four generation household , living until age 
14 wi th the presence of aged great- grandparents in their 80 ' s and 90 ' s 
poses interesting questions . Much depends on the elders ' health and 
mind, and obviously senile or otherwise incapacitated oldsters can 
adversely affect the relationship. 
The head of Household V narrated his life history in 1953 . 
describing his experiences in bygone vars with gr~at lucidity and 
detail, and recollecting as well , vhile other members ,of the house-
hold dri fted in and out to listen , many aspects of past economy and 
ecology. Such recitations make a profound impression , creating a 
living feeling for history and for cultural continuity . This reaching 
out, over a span of 79 to 88 years . establishing a strong bond bet'W'een 
the very old and the very young , is of course limited in duration but 
of much significance . 
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In thinking about the diminished r ole of the extended f amily , 
a r eality in Serbia as elsevhere , one still needs t o bear in mind 
the greater opportunit i es available due to increased longevity . 
In Household V both grandchildren (# ' s 1 and 8) attained maturity 
with the continued presence of a set of grandparents and , for a 
significant period , the grandson ' s children kne~ their grent _ 
grandparents . Such important relationsh ips are significant not 
only within t he restricted category of the j oint-res i dential 
extended f amily household considered here , but also where grand-
parents a nd great-grandparents may reside in a neighboring house-
hold at' . In the case o f affinal kin 1 elsewhere in t he vi llage o r 
in a ncurby village . They are also important when urban grandch ildr en 
or grent-gl'andchildren come to visit their village relatives, often 
t o spend school vacations i n the village and, on a more f r equent 
bas is, when the tovo or city is a n easy bus ride from the village. 
I n thc regularized changes illustrated by Household V, with 
alterntionc in household structure due only to death , marriage 
and miSt'ation, tile succession o f kinship status is of a clearly 
sequential type : son becomes household head , daughter-tn- law 
becomes wife of household head, grandson becomes son a nd next in 
line, and ereat.-grandchildren become grandchildren (Table 33) . 
In the literature there has been some discussion of the nature 
of the mother-in-lav/daughter-in-lav r elationship and the conflict 
inherent in these roles as a primary cause f or fragmentation of the 
extend ed family household . It seems reasonable to suppose t hat when 
such a relationship extends over almost two generations, o r- S'Or:1e 41 
years (Table 30) , as in the case of the ti e betwecn #2 and #4, it 
takes on a qualitatively different character over time . Here the 
daughter-in-law .... as 60 at the time of the death of her mother-in-law; 
for thi9 nituation we need a different conceptual frame fo r analyzi~g 
the relationship, It is hardly the one customarilY thought of - -
the young bride adjusting to the groom ' s household , or t he young 
mother as her children begin to grov up in the household . Given the 
nature of the kinship dynamics whic h usually operate, it is difficult 
to imagine a situation in .... hich multiple daughters-in- la .... miGht 
coexist with one another and with their mot her_in_la .... over a span 
of two generations . It seems worth considering the idea that in 
the l aot century the fact that such relationships were finite a nd 
relatively short , g iven limi ted life s pans , helped to ensure thei r 
stability to death, The prospective death of t he oldest generation 
avoided many of the complicutions and potential conflicts vhich 
arose as life expectancy increased . 
By 1975 the househol d head (#3) had died (in 1972) , and ther e 
was agbin a 4 generation household consisting of the old mother 
(#4), the new grandparental generat ion (H ' s 7 a nd 8) , their son 
(HID), his .... ife and t wo children born i n 1969 a nd 1971 respectively, 
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This reduced the average age in the household to 40. a decline from 
50 in 1966 (Table 32). This has also meant a return of the four 
generational household structure which by 1975 had existed for 6 
years. Whether it equals the earlier 11, year period remains to be 
seen . As in the case of Household III there is a pattern o f lin~ar 
extension repeating itself, only. in this case, at a 4 generational 
depth. It also appears that there may again be a repeated patt~rn 
of family completion size of two . At the present time this cycle 
of linear extension would seem to have future stabi lity . 
The situation of Household VI (Figs . 28- 31 and Tables 35-38) 
is similar to that of Household II B, with the eventual extinction 
of a nuclear household , with the exception of the fact that in 1928 
Household II was an extended household unit whereas Household VI has 
been consi stently nuclear. With migration by both sons , and the 
marriage of the daughter , the parents remained alone in the village 
until the death of the household head in 1959 . Had the older son 
(#3) not opted to go on wi th his education (he eventually became an 
engineer and moved to Belgrade) a different configuration would be 
seen today . In 1975 the wifc of the head was still alive , living 
alone at the age of 79 and anxious for visits from her son ' s family 
from the city and her daughter ' s c hi ldren in the neighboring settle-
ment of Vrbica. In the village, however, "living alone" does not 
imply isolation ; there is constant interaction with and assistance 
from neighbors who are usually kin . 
Households VII (FlgS. 32-44 and Tables 39- 42) and VII (Figs. 
46- 54 and Tables 43-"7) represent t\oto cases of maximum lateral 
extension present in Ora~ac in 1928 and from thi s perspective 
resemble the type of household structure common in Ora~ac and Serbia 
in the 19th century . Bot h these households , however, are also of 
three generations , a structure not very frequent in 1863 . At that 
time approxi mately a third of all households had three generations , 
and approximat ely the same proportion existed in 1928, by which time , 
however. there were also L% of four generation households (there were 
none in 1863) . By 1961 the percentage of three generation households 
had risen to 42% (see Halpern and Anderson, op. cit . ) . 
Household VII shares c haracteristics vith 19th century households 
in such features as the presence of the family of the deceased brother 
of the head and a second marriage by the head , due to the decease of 
his fir st wife. These structures shov up clearly (Fig . 32) prior to 
division . Thi s situation also exists in Household VIII, but the 
context is different , where it appears that Household VIII's sons 
He and #d were killed in action during World War I while their families 
remained within the paternal household as the responsibility of the 
head and the eldest son (#3) . Another factor accounting for the large 
size of Household VIII is the 5 c hildren of #3 (Fig . 45). In 1928 , 
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this number of children per married couple vas unusual in Orasac for 
a descending generation, although it appears to have been more common 
a generation earlier (as is illustrated by Household I , Fig. 1) . 
The sHuution of co-existing brothers 1n Household VII .. 'as 
frcqvent in 1863 but rare by 1928 . By 1948 Household VI! had 
split into three on the basis of the three conjugally-based units 
pres~nt in 1928. Similarly . in Household VIII tvo existing nuclear 
family cores reorganized. Household VIII A took form headed by 
the vldoved household head , with his eldest son and family and 
one of the widowed daughters- in- law (#5) . by 1948 she was alone 
after the marriages of her three daughters (..A.g. 45). Household 
VIII B formed a new household unit headed by a grandson (H7) of 
the original head. along with his o~ mother (H6) and. interestingly . 
his wife ' s widowed mother (#25). This is shown in Fig. 47 for 1948 
and . after the marriage of a daughter in 1953. in Fig. 49 . 
Household VII C (Figs. 41 and 44) is unusual in that there 
is an in marrying son-in-law (#26) , an unmarried sister of the 
household head (#14) and an unmarried daughter (H15). By 1975 
the son-in-law had become household head following the death of 
his father-in-law (#5) . His household then consisted of his vife, 
their tva Bons (born in 1958 and 1961) and his vife's sister . 
A four generation spread in Household VIII A developed in 1946 
and was maintained until 1953 (Fig . 49), the year of the death of 
the household head. In both Household VII and Household VIII 
successor households demonstrate the r eappearance of a four genera-
tion household in 1966 (Figs. 43 and 53). In 1953 the successor 
household headed by #3 (Fig. 48) formed a temporarily laterally 
extended household vith the presence of his two married sons (# ' s 
16 and 13); by 1961 this unit had split into t wo separate nuclear 
households , one headed by #3 and the other , designated as Household 
VIII C (Fig. 51) by his younger son. 
The fertility synopsis charts for these tvo households reveals 
that although these vere larger than most a general tendency toward 
tvo or three children per couple vas maintained in all generations 
by 14 out of 11 couples (Tables 42 and 47). 
The diverse trends manifested in these eight different Ora~ac 
households are not easily summariz.ed . Neverthele&s , some trends 
can be suggested. First is a tendency to move from lateral exten-
sion -- households based on horizontal ties across a generation, 
such as between married brothers or the surviving spouse of one 
of them -- to ti es over generations, as between father, son and 
grandson. A second point is that, for the eight cases considered , 
those individuals born into an extended family household appear to 
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have a good chance of continuing to experience such a. household 
structure over the course of their O~ lifetime ; exceptions here 
would be Households II B and VI, where all the children have 
left the vaillage, resulting in the end of these families in 
Orasac . In the other households examined , a household size of 
5 or 6 members is maintained as late as 1966 , wi th the fissioned 
units of the largest original households, VIr and VIII, main-
taining the largest size (up to 8 members in 1966) , 
Average age distance between generations ranged from a high 
of 46 years in House hold VII, .. here there were children of a 
second marriage, to 16 years in the same household , the latter 
conditioned by the presence of a young aunt (#14) and the presence 
of young classificatory aunts and uncles in the second ascend ing 
generation). With the exception of these special conditions the 
average age differential betYeen generations in mainly lineally 
extended families ranged from the low 20 ' s to the low 30 ' s . The 
average age of household members ranged from the low 20 I S for 
nuclear families to the 60 ' s .... here only the old couple survives . 
For ex-tended family households the range was in the 30 ' s and low 
40 ' s conditioned , of course , by the presellce of children and 
grandchildren whose marriage was postponed until well into their 
mid- 20 ' s . 
Essentially .... e have seen three general types of household 
cycles in thes e eight cases . The first , is one of an essentially 
stable situation where a three or four generation linearly extended 
hou sehold goes through a complete cyclical development. The oldest 
generation consisting of a mOTried couple dies off one by one and 
the granddaughter ma rries out, the grandson marries and his bride 
resides 1n the household and they have t .... o children . 
In the case of two grandsons , this means that only one remains 
at home , the other may set up his o~ household . Today . however. 
the usual case is that he migrates to town . This pattern of only 
one son remaining on the land is , of course . an old one in Western 
Europe , usually thought of in terms of primogeniture of ult imo-
geniture . In Ora~ac there appears to be a tendency toward the 
latter . Further analysis of the data should make these trends 
clearer. De jure all can inherit but de facto daughters have a 
tendency nOf to press their claims to inheritance .. of land . the 
other son may also give up his claims . This is particularly true 
if they have received some help i n getting an education or services 
and or materials such as help in building a house in toYn . 
The second is a terminal cycle where starting either with a 
nuclear or extended family all of the younger members marry out 
or mig r ate from the village leaving the old couple alone . Their 
eventual death vacat~s t he homestead . The third, involves initially 
a complex extended fami ly which f i ss i ons and out of this process is 
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eventually formed units of linear extension similar in structure 
to those represented in the first cyclical type. Since there is 
only one set of parents, a nuclear household also results (a~ in 
VIII C). But it does not seem to be a common pattern for a 
filial nuclear household and an isolated older parental house-
hold to form as a result of fission. The household can, of course , 
also become nuclear again as a cyclical stage after the death of 
the parents (as in IV A, 1966) . Underlying these developments 
are a number o f atructural principles which include limitation 
in fami ly size , survival of the eldest generation into their 
sixties and sevent i es and a continual wi llingness to maintain 
an exlended household structure involving the coexistence and 
cooperation of diverse age groups. 
These households thus display a degree of r egularity in their 
structure. and extended family household cycles continue despite 
migration and a tendency toward smaller hou~eholds since 1928. 
There is apparently also a fairly widespread pattern of two to 
three child families extending back over several eener ations . 
indicating that birth control measures have been used for some 
time. Some demographers have suggested that fertility has tended 
to be higher in extended family households as opposed to nuclear 
ones. There might be some evidence in our data to support this 
notion. but the sample presented here is too smal l for any 
extended analysis. 
In presenting these case studies it is not claimed that t he 
households selected have been typical of Ora§ac but rather that 
they vary in structure and for this reason are useful in illus-
trating Game of the processes involved in continuing household 
cycle development. Although the discussion has been pre liminary. 
enough information has been assembled to show that increased 
l ongevi t y. decreased mortality and limitations placed on child"': 
bearing have combined with an existing ideology of agnatic affilia-
tion to produce new kinds of household groupings. Any simplistic 
assumption s about the evolution of family households from extended 
family groups to a nuclear family basis ignore the ranges of 
possible divers ity, even given the overall decrease in average 
household size . Changing demographic parameters have opened up 
new possibilities for kin relationships . riot to realize this is 
to dis regard the ongoing potential for diverse human experiences 
within a framework of socio- cultural evolution . 
That these extended kin households continue La function within 
a socialist society has meant that the State has been' able to put 
a sianificant amount of resources elsewhere than into the support 
of the young and the dependent aged. An agnatic ideol ogy has always 
been thought of as a competing force with affinal ties . This is 
undoubtedly true , but the evolution of lineally extended households 
and t he disappearance of prolonged fraternal tics may be viewed as 
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n positively adaptive characteristic. 
While the brother-brother bond as a part o f the agnatic 
jdeo!ogy on which the rationale of the South Slavic extended family 
is based seems to be no longer of primary importance, the 
father-son tie continues to be the primary bond underlying 
the persistence of the li nearly extended household. There i s 
some evidence , however , that t here is a trend toward bilateral 
principles 1n terms of post-marital residence patterns and t o a 
lesser extent in the way in which extended household ties, in 
general, are forme d. Thus the position of the in-marrying 
son-in-law (as in VII C, 1961-66) does not seem nearly so ambi-
guous and low in status as formerly. Clearly this is related 
to the fact that the father is delighted to have a child remain 
on the land and within the family . At one time the son_in_law 
might feel compelled to adopt his wife ' s name as a way of 
assuring status for his children. This is now no longer the 
case . Once assuming the headship he can also accommodate an 
aging parent . 
The lengthening time fo r which dyadic kin ties may endure 
in nowhere more important than in the husband/wife tie . In 
terms of frequency of dyadic kin r elationships this t ie has 
become the most important one, replacing that of fat her/son, 
which was numerically predominant in 1863 (see Halpern and 
Halpern, 1972 , Table l, p . 29) . 
Just as the significance of parent/child and in- laws ties 
change depending on the ages of the participants, so, most 
importantly , does that of husband/wife . Obviously the nature 
of the relationship between young, middle- aged and aging couples 
are very different in terms of mutual needs and expectations . 
Such notions are jmplicit if not explicit i n descriptions of 
family relationships . However , the vays in which this set of 
tie s impacts on the structure of an extended family has not bee n 
considered too frequently. In the case of the three and four 
generation household , when ye are dealing yith tyO or three 
couples Joined in a household, it will be poss ible on the basis 
of data available to specify the time period of their coexistence 
as it relates to t heir relative ages . Such structural parameters 
may be suggestive of sets within which to seek specific behavioral 
data. 
Since the end of World War II the l essened importance of 
l and inheritance may have moderat ed the conflict inherent in 
father/son ties and the tension yithin many mother-in-la ..... / 
daughter- in- la ..... r elat i onships . No ..... that t here no longer exists 
a sense of rivalry bet'W"een brothers and s i sters-In-lay for a 
prospective inher itance , the relationship between generations 
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can be viewed as mutu~lly complementary. A son works in the factory 
in town. and his father works the limited land holding. Or ~cmbers 
of t he grandparental generation may receive a pension , where the 
Bource is the state a.nd not from wi thin the household economy; the 
aid . therefore , is viewed as a positive supportive benefit. 
'l'he key fact.or in tois equation is tne youngest generation 
the grandchildren and great - grandchildren -- and the question as 
to ",hether or not they will remain in the village. with or .... 1 thout 
a rural-based occupation . Future evolution to an overwhelmingly 
nuclear family base, with t.he isolation of the oldest generation , 
is , of course, possible. Cl early . however , for OrasBe and else-
where in rural Serbia there are other possibilities. 
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NOTES 
1 This paper contains a n umber of Ta bles (47) and 
ac comp any i ng Figure s on cyclical household development 
(5 3) for ho u s eholds identified in the t ext as numbers 1-
VIIlj f o r ease of r efe renc e these data are grouped at 
the en d of the paper , fo llowing the Notes . 
In addition to published statistics cite d, dat a for 
Or a~ac were ob tained through the courtes y o f the Se r bian 
State Archive s , the Se rbian Stat i st i cal Bureau, the Federal 
Statistical Bureau (of Yu goslavia), the Se r bian Ac ade ln y 
o f Scie ll ces a nd records kept by the Ora~ac vi llage clerk . 
The cooperation of these i nst itutions and o f individuals 
associated with these organi zations who ass is ted me is 
appreciatively acknowledged . Fo r p r eparation of t he 
p re sent paper I am grateful t o Sheryl Gr een f o r aiding in 
compilation of the tabl es and for drawing the household 
st ru ct ure figur es and to Barbara K. Halpe rn for updating 
to 1975 information o n the case households selected . 
Resea rch wa s s uppo r ted by grants fr om the National 
Sc i e nc e Foundation, the National Institute o f Child 
Health and Human Development o f the National Institutes 
o f Health and the National Academy o f Sciences . This 
paper was originally presented at the Conference on 
Demography and Urbanization in Ea stern Eur ope sponsored by 
the Center f or Russian and East European St udie s , 
University of California at L06 Angele s , Fe bruary 1976 . 
2From Proizvod ne soage NR s rbi~ e, Beograd , Ekonomski 
lnstitut NR Srbije J 1963 , p . 20) , 2 7. 
J ~ .• p. 69 . 
4J . Ha lpern, 11 Some Perspectives on Balkan Nicration 
Pattern8 ( with Particular Reference to Yugo slavia)," in 
Brian ~ 4 . DuToit and Helen I . Safa , eds . , Migration and 
Urb anization , Uodels and Adaptive Strategies, The Hague , 
MOutOn, 1975 , pp . 77-115 . 
5 Popis stano vn1~tva 1971, Vol. VlJ Beograd, Savezni 
Zavod za Stat i stiku, 1974 . 
6The Population of Yug oslavia, Be lgr a de , Institute 
o f Social Sciences , Demographic Research Center J 1974, 
pp . 41 aud 43 . 
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7Vladimir Stipet i~, "Jedno stolje~e u broj~anom 
r azvo u stano vni~tva oe dana~n'em odru!'u Ju os levi e l l 
A Century in the Numerical Growth of the Pop ulation o f 
the Present Territory of Yugoslavia), Forum, December 
1973 . p . 892; see also the same article in abbreviated 
form in Socialist TllOUght and Practice, Vol . 14, no . J, 
1974, pp . 29 - 49 . 
8Th e Population of Yugoslavia , ££. cit ., p . 22 . 
9Judging from the context of other data for 1921 
and 1931, the surviving 1928 list appears incomplete; 
see Table 1 . 
lOHalpern, Joel and David Ander son , liThe Zadrugs , 
a Century o f Change, '1 Anthropologica , Vol. XII, no . 1 , 
1970, p . 93. 
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'I'ABLE 1 
Popul~tion of Ora~ac , 1784-1975 
Average 
No . of % Total % Household Yearly 1 
Yea.r Households Increase Population Growth Size Increase 
1784 15 
180), 30 100 
1818 47 56.7 (338)2 (7. 0) 
1819 51 8.5 (411)2 21. 6 (8 .1) .2160 
1824 57 11.8 (494 )2 20.2 (8.7) .0374 
1828 61 7 . 0 (507)2 2. 6 (8. 3) . 0263 
1831 71 16.4 (525)2 3.6 (7 .4) .0117 
1841, 100 40.8 833 58 .7 (8.3) . 0361 
1863 131 31.0 1, c32 29 . 9 (8 . 3) .0139 
(1863 J 131 (l , 048J 3 (8.o J 
1866 142 8 . 4 1 ,185 9.5 8.4 .0308 
1871, 159 12 .0 1,212 2.3 7 .6 . 0028 
1884 188 8 .9 1, 320 8.9 7 . 0 . 0086 
18?0 214 13 .8 1 , 439 9.0 6.9 .0145 
1895 225 5.1 1 , 538 9.4 6.9 . 0134 
1900 248 10 .2 1 , 628 5. 9 6.6 .0114 
1905 278 12.1 1,835 12.7 6 .6 .0242 
1910 293 5.4 1 ,949 6.2 6. 6 . 0121 
1921 282 -3.7 1,570 - 24.1 5.6 .0198 
1928 333 18 . 5 1 , 5984 17 .8 4.9 .0025 
1931 344 3. 3 1 , 891,. 18 , 5 5· 5 .0583 
1948 496 44.2 2 , 2345 17. 9 4 . 5 .0100 
1953 480 - 3.2 2 ,179 - 2. 3 4.5 .0277 
1961 453 -6.0 2 ,023 -6 . 2 4 · 5 - .0093 
19G6 1111 -10 .2 1 ,8406 
-9 ·9 4. 5 - . 0091 
19n 1, 26 3. 6 1 , 742 -5 .6 4.1 -.0110 
1975 386 -10.4 1,69,,6 -2. 8 4.4 - . 0070 
(continued) 
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TA.BLE 1 - HOTl!:S AND SOURCES 
rrOTES, 
1 Based on G. W. Bn.rclay . Techniques of Population Analysis . 
N. Y., John .Hley & Sons . 1958 : 
grot.l'th rate per year 
years between census 
r atio of census years) 
This calculation assumes constant rate of grovth. 
2 These figur er; .... ere obta ined by t aking archival data on taxable 
' heads of households (all males ages 7 - 70 ) and using a conversion 
flgul'e of 2.6 fo r the general population . The latter .... as suggested 
by calc ulations made i n Pl'ilozi statisti~kom izucavanJe. Prvog srpskog 
ustanka (1804- 1813) . Pr lkaz 14 , Zavod za Statistlku , N. R. Srbije, 
Beoerad , 1955. 
3 Obta ined by using the 2 . 6 convers ion figure for all male s 
7 - "(0 from the 1863 popUlat i on data . 
4 A record fou nd i n the village clerk's off ice has been used . 
This is probably incomplete. 
5 In 1948 there ~ere 333 temporary residents , many of them 
German; many of the men ~orked in the Ora~ac lignite mine . Most 
left by 1953 . and all had departed by 1961 after the mine closed . 
6 These are from data provided by the village c l erk and like 
1928 may be incomplet.e. 
SOURCES , 
Data on taxable heads from 1818-1831 are from the Serbian State 
Archives. Figures from 1928 , 1966 and 1915 are from the records kept 
by the Or asac vililage clerk . For all other years c ited data are 
from official census records . 
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TABLE 2 
Population Growth, Serbia Proper, 1804-1971 
Population 
Yrs. Bet . Yearly ( r) Year Census % Growth Increase 
1804 603.500 
1815 686 . 900 15 13. 8 . 0118 
1834 1,014,600 19 47. 7 .0207 
1846 1 , 276 ,600 12 5. 8 . 0193 
185( ' 1 . 343.200 4 5. 2 . 0128 
1854 1.393.800 4 3. 8 . 0093 
1859 1,488, 100 5 6 . 8 . 0131 
1e66 1.642.000 7 10. 3 . 0141 
1874 1,817 , 700 8 10. 7 . 0128 
1884 2 , 067 ,600 10 14 . 9 . 01)9 
1890 2 .379 . 900 6 14.0 . 0221 
1895 2 . 54J . 990 5 6 . 9 . 0134 
1900 2 .739.853 5 7.7 . 0149 
1905 2 . 944.)64 5 7. 5 . 0145 
1910 3.150 . 995 5 7 . 0 . 01)6 
1921 2.843 . 426 11 - 9 . 8 -. 0094 
1931 ] , 550, 000 10 24 . 8 . 0224 
1948 4. 154.000 17 17. 0 .0093 
1953 4.464.000 5 7 . 5 . 0145 
1961 4.823.000 '8 8 . 0 . 0097 
1971 5 , 250,000 10 8.8 . 0085 
SOURCES: 
Vladimir Stipetic, ':Stanovnistva Uze Srb1Ju 19 vijeku i pr Y!. 
_s~ ~ak, It paper presented at conference on The First Serbian 
Revolution, Stanford University, May 1974, Table J, p . JJ , and The 
Population of Yugoslavia , LelTOgraphic Research Center, Institute of 
50c181 Sciences , Belgrade , 1974, Table 1, p. 11 . 
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TABLE 3 
Population of Belgrade, 1820-1971 
Year Population l rs. Bet . %Growth 
Yearly 
Census Increase( r )1 
1~20 2 4,5002 1828 5, 500 8 22.2 . 0254 
1834 7 , 033 6 27. 9 . 0418 
1846 14,170 12 101. 5 . 0601 
1854 16,581 8 17. 0 . 0198 
1859 18 , 860 5 13.7 . 0261 
1863 14,760 4 - 27. 8 -. 0632 
1866 24 , 768 3 67. 8 . 1883 
187/, 27, 605 8 11.4 . 0319 
1884 35 , 483 10 28.5 . 0254 
1890 54 , 249 6 52 . 9 . 0733 
1895 59 ,11 5 5 9 . 0 .0173 
1900 69 , 769 5 18. 0 . 0337 
1905 SO , 747 5 15. 7 . 0296 
1910 89 , 876 5 11. 3 . 0216 
1921 111 , 739 11 24. 3 .0200 
1931 238 , 775 10 113. 7 . 0789 
1940 320 ,0002 9 33. 9 . 03;11 
1946 3B5 , ooo~ B 20 . 3 . 0234 
1953 547,000 5 18. 7 .0349 
1961 619,0002 8 35.4 . 0386 
1966 730 ,0002 5 17. 9 . 0335 
1971 746 , 0002 5 2 . 2 . 0043 
NOTES : 
1. See Table 1, note 1. 
2. Estimates 
M. Radovanov16, op . cl t., Table ); St8t1sti~kl god! t nj ak 
BeogradJ Zavod za Statietlku, p . 65; Statlail c81 
StatIstics. 
of Yugoslavia, 197,3, Beograd, PederaI Institute of 
TABLE 4 
Populati on and Average Household Size, by Selected Comrrunities , le69-1971 
I I , 1869 1895 1910 1931 1946 I 1953 1961 I 1971 , 
Irotal R. H. Total H. H. Total H.H. Total H. t: . !Total H.H. tTotal H. E. Total H.H. Total H.E. 
. ' Pop. Size Pop. Size Pop. Size Pop. Size 'Pop. Si7.e Pop . Size Pop . Sl.ze . Pen. Size 
Arandjelovac; 76.2 4. 1 1883 5. 8 1858 5.9 2533 4 . 5 4278 2.9 I 6368 2 . 9 9837 3. 1 15545 3.0 
Banja I 944 6 . 9 1300 7. l l020 7.4 1903 5.2 l71l 4 . 5 I l725 4 . 4 1751.. 4.1 l720 4 . 0 
StoJnik I 762 6 . 5 1182 6.3 l551 6.7 I 1659 5.4 1736 5.3 1838 5. 3 ' 1727 4 . 6 1662 4.1, 
Crasee 11£5 8.3 1514 6.7 . 1949 6.6 180 4 5.4 2234 4.5 . 2182 4 . 7 2024 4. 5 1742 4.1 
Vrbica. 1461 6.6 1380 6.2 2799 6.7 I lQ59 5.1 1854 4.6 1 1989 4. 5 2058 4 . 1 1992 3.7 
Topola 1 '745 6.7 478 4.7 555 5.6 - 742 5.3 t 965 3.0 1467 3.1 1761 2. 9 2876 3.0 
Koplje.re 763 7 . 5 J99 6.6 1447 6.4 I 1349 4.9 1364 1. . 9 1344 4.6 12')6 4 . 4 1205 4 . 3 
Bukevikl 727 6.4 I 522 5.6 1485 6.2 1805 5.3 1532 4.6 ' l766 1..4 2052 4.1 2421 4.1 
Mla.denovac2 722 8.0 I 558 5. 1 1153 8.2 28/-4 5 . 4 4833 2 . 8 , 6231 3.0 l0943 3.1 115858 3. 1 
NOTES: 
1. Since the period after World War II Bukovik has ass\L~d !he characteristics of a suburb o f ft.randjelcv&c . 
2. Like ft.randjelovac end Topels , Mladenovac is a 1!l£rket tcv.r: in the area . 
SOURCES : 
Drzavopis Srbije , Vol . III , Beograd , 1869; Popis stanovni~tv8 i doma6e stoke u Kral.jevini Srbi,ii 31 Decembra 
1895 , Beograd, 1897 j Prethodni rezultati popisa stenovnistva i c.oILBce stoke li Krrdjevini Srhij i 31 ti; cerrbre. 191C, 
vcr.- V, Beograd , 1911 ; DEdim t i vni rezUltati popisa stanovni Stv8 cd 31 Marta 1931 , Vol. I , Beograd 1937; Popis 
stancvnistvs. 1%1, Vol. X ( Stanovnistv8 i dcrr.acinstve. u 194£, 1953 i 1%1 ), Beograd, 1965; Popi s stanovni stv8 
19'71 . Vol. v1II . Beograd, 1973. All o f these are publ ications of the Sa .... ezni Zavod ze. StatisUku end its predecessor's . 
~ 
00 
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TABLE 5 
Age Structure of the Ora~ac Population 
1863 % 1890 % 1953 % 1961 % 
0-10 456 42 . 3 457 31 . 8 430 19. 7 358 17. 7 
11-20 221 20.5 340 23 . 6 383 17. 6 302 14 . 9 
21-30 189 17. 4 21 5 15 . 0 412 18.9 271 13. 2 
31-40 114 10.2 170 12. 0 200 9 . 1 346 17. 0 
1,1-50 53 5.0 117 8. 0 301 13. 8 177 8. 6 
51-60 39 3.7 89 6 . 0 232 10. 6 268 13.1 
61-70 10 1.0 42 3. 0 146 6 . 7 190 9.4 
71 and over 0 0 9 . 6 78 3. 6 111 5. 2 
TOTALS 1082 100 1439 100 2182 100 202J 100 
SOURCES : Statistika Kral .1evina Srbi ,1e J Vol. I , part 1, Slu'Lbena 
IZdanJe Uprava Dr~8vne StatiBti ke Kr81 jevine Srblje, Beosrad, 1892 
(POpiB StanovnHtva u Kraljevini Srbiji 31 Ilecembra 1890). pp. 272-
275 , Serbian Archives, and Federal Statistical Bureau records . 
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TABLE 6 
Percentage Age Distribution in 
Serbia in 1900* 
1 
2 
3 
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TABLE 7 
Age distribution . Ora~al.' Neighboring Communities 
and Serbia , Compared l 197l 
%2 0-9 10-19 20- 29 30- 29 40-49 50-59 60- 69 70+ 
Arandjclovnc 14 . 6 
15.5115 Total Pop . 
Banja 11. 2 
1,720 
BUkovik3 17.9 
2, 421 
Vrbica 13.6 
1 , 992 
Kopljare 12 . 0 
1 , 205 
Orll~ac 10 . 2 
1,742 
Stojnik 11. 6 
1,662 
lUlldenovnc 14. 5 
15 ,858 
Topoln 15 . 5 
2,876 
Serbia 
8,447 
16.4 
18 .1 
18 .4 
22 .4 
16.5 
16 .6 
17.4 
17.1 
18 . 4 
15 . 8 
17.8 
16 . 3 19 .8 15 .9 
11. 7 13 . 5 16 . 4 
13 . 4 18 . 2 13. 6 
13.0 15.3 14 .8 
10.8 13 . 2 16 .6 
11.1 13.2 17 .4 
13.2 11 . 6 18.9 
17 .8 20 . 0 16.0 
16.9 19.5 15. 2 
15.5 14.4 
5. 8 
9.1 
5. 2 
7.3 
9. 4 
8.8 
7 .0 
5.2 
6. 3 
6.1 3 .0 
10.6 8 .8 
6. 5 2. 5 
10.9 8.2 
12 .6 8. 6 
12. 4 8 .9 
11.8 8. 6 
4.7 2.8 
6. 5 4. 5 
4 12 . 9 
.. --------------------
1 Serbia here includes Kosovo and Voj vodina . 
2 Totals do not exactly equal 100% due to rounding. 
3 As noted in Table 4. Bukov ik is a village which has become a suburb 
of ArandJelovac . 
h Includes 60 and over. 
SOURCE: POOi3 stanovn i~tva 1971 , Vol. VIII. Beograd , Savezn i Zavod za 
Stati stiku, 1973 . 
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TABLE 8 
Household Size in City, To~n and Village , Compared 
% 1 2- 3 ·-5 6- 10 11-15 16+ 
BELGRADE 
1733-3. •• 25 . 3 30 . 5 3 •. 0 7.· 1.7 
1890 15 . 5 37 .• 25 .• 19 .7 1. 6 •• 
1961 2 • . 8 110.2 27 .8 7. 0 . 2 
ORAMC 
1863 .8 5. 3 16 .8 55.0 18.3 3. 8 
1890 . 5 13 .1 2 •. 8 ·7 . 6 12.6 1. • 
1961 5.2 28 .8 3 •. 6 30 .6 .7 
ARANDJELOVAC1 
1863 !42.52 29.9 22 . 2 5. · 
1890 8.3 27 .7 31' . 5 26 .6 2 .6 . 3 
1961 18 . 2 .2 .7 33 .9 5.1 .0 
BANJA 
1863 12 . 8~ 16.2 15 .1 .3 .8 8.6 3 .• 
1890 1.1 6.5 22 .9 52 .7 13.7 3.1 
1961 10.7 27.3 38 .1 23.6 .2 
BUKOVIK 
1863 10. 32 16.8 25 ·2 38 .3 9.· 
1890 3.1 16. 2 33.0 .3 . 0 2. 6 2.1 
1961 9.1 31. 7 37.8 20.6 .8 
KOPLJAR E 
1863 3. 3 6.7 22 . 2 48 . 9 15 . 5 3.3 
1890 3.2 1 • . 1 23 . . ( .8 .1 7 .7 3.2 
1961 9.6 24.2 35.8 30 .0 . 3 
STOJNIK 
1863 8 . • l3.2 27.0 .0.7 7.8 3.0 
1890 1.1 11. 3 26 .7 47 .• 10 .1 3.4 
1961 7.0 22 . 0 36.5 33 .8 .8 
(Continued 1 
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TABLE 8 - (Continued) 
1 2-3 "-5 6-10 11-15 16+ 
TOPOLA1 
1863 
"." 
13.6 22 .8 48. 8 9.6 .8 
1890 2.5 17 . 9 27 . 6 "5.8 5. 5 .7 
1961 21.4 43. 3 30 . 5 4.8 
SERBIA 
18903 3.2 16.5 27 .8 "3 . 0 7. 3 2.1 
18953 3.0 16 . 7 27 . 7 "3. 5 7.1 2.0 
19003 3.1 17.3 27. 8 43 .1 6.9 1.9 
SERBIA (URBAN) 
1890 9. " 3".4 28.5 26 . 2 1.3 . 2 
SERBIA (RURAL) 
1890 1.7 13.7 27 .7 "6 . 6 8. 0 2. 3 
SERBIA 
19534 11 . " 27 .8 31.3 27 . 3 2.25 
1961" 13.1 3". 0 32.4 18 . 9 1.65 
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TABLE 8 - NOTES AND SOURCES 
) ArandJelovac and Tepels...as towns, had many resident peasanLs 
in the 19th century. 
2 These figures are high because individuals listed formally 
as living alone in many cases appear to have lived with relatives 
or as lodRers. 
3 These data are fol" the Kingdom of Serbia. . 
), 
Serbin . 
Serbia. 
Refel'S to Serbia Proper (Uta Srbija) of the Republic of 
U~a Srbija is approximately equivalent to the Kingdom of 
5 Household size 11 and over. 
SOURCES, 
Milovan Radovanovic, "Grad i Njegovo st.anovnistvo , " in Vasa 
e'ubrilovic , ed . , Istorija Beograde, Prosveta , Beograd, 1974 , p. 29!4; 
Beograd u brojk8Jlla , 1961 - 1964. S'l{Up~tina Grads. Beograd . Zavod za 
statlstiku, Beograd , 1961! , p. 6 ; J . Halpern , "Town and Countryside 
in Serbia in the Nineteenth Century, Social and Household Structure 
as Reflected in the Census of 1863 , II in Peter Las1ett , ed . , Household 
and Family in Past Time , Cambridge , Cambridge University Pre~1972~ 
pp . 401-28 and J . Halpern , Social and Cultural Change in a Serbian 
Village , New Haven, Human Relations Area Files, 1956 , Ta.ble 47 , 
p . 285 ; Annuaire statistigue du Royaume de Serbie..L Vol. IV, 1898-99 , 
Beograd, 1902, Table 16 , p. 39 and Vol . VI, 1901 , Beograd 1904 , 
Table 11 , p . 38; Socijalisti~ka Republika. Srbi je , 1959- 1964 , Zavod 
za statistlku , Beograd, 1965 . Table 25 ~ p . 23 . 
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TABLE 9 
Vital RllteB,Ora~nc J P.egional and National P.ates, Compared, 
1871- 1877 - 1948-1953 
Place and 
Date 
1871-1877 
DrasBe 
Serbia 
KraguJevac 
Beograd 
1884-1895 
CraaB e 
Serbin 
Kragujevec 
BeogTad 
1900-1910 
Draa Be 
Serbia 
Kragujevac 
Beograd 
1921-1931 
OraBBe 
Serbia 
Kragujevac 
Beoerad 
1948-1953 
DraBBe 
Serbia 
Kragujev8c 
Beograd 
Births 
48. 4 
40. 9 
42.6 
31. 9 
39 . 5 
43.5 
43 .9 
27. 6 
37. 7 
38. 5 
38. 0 
23.7 
36 . 4 
36. 7 
31 . 0 
23 . 6 
24 . 5 
26. 2 
22.7 
25.2 
Deeths 
34.9 
35 .1 
36 . 9 
41.1 
22 . 2 
26. 8 
26 . 6 
29.9 
20. 5 
23.6 
22 . 0 
24 . 8 
15.6 
20. 2 
16. 7 
18. 2 
11 . 6 
12 . 0 
12.1 
10.0 
Natural 
Increase 
13 . 5 
5.8 
7. 7 
-9 . 2* 
17. 3 
16.6 
17.4 
-2 . 2 l1 
17. 3 
14.9 
17. 3 
-1 . 0* 
20 . 8 
16. 4 
13.1 
5.4 
12.9 
14 .2 
10.6 
15 .2 
Uarriages 
10. 7 
11.0 
11.2 
11.6 
7. 0 
10.1 
10.5 
9. 6 
10. 0 
9.9 
10. 0 
9 . 2 
11.1 
11. 7 
10. 7 
15 . 5 
11.0 
12 . 4 
11 . 8 
17.4 
*Aa Table 3indicates , the population of Belgrade continued to grow 
consistently so these negative natural increase rates must have been 
offset by in-~gration . 
v SOURCES: Prlrodno kretan e stanovnistvo. Srbl,1e od 
SrbiJe , Zava za at S u J r az ogre 
the OrsS8c village clerk . 
1863-1954, N. R. 
records of 
3 
5 
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FIGURE I HOUSEHOLD 
d 
-Ie"er indicates death or 
departure before the census 
period 
1928 
FIGURE 2 HOUSEHOLD 
1¢.-02 
3 -04 
5 6 7 
1933 YEAR OF DEATH OF 
HOUSEHOLD HEAD 
F 
I~ 
F 
3L 
71 
£ 
3 
7 
us 
FIGURE 3 HOUSEHOLD 
1948 
FIGURE 5 HOUSEHOLD I 
9 
1961 
10 
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FIGURE 4 HOUSEHOLD I 
7 
9 10 
1953 
FIGURE 6 HOUSEHOLD I 
9 
1966 
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TABLE 10 
Kinship and Age to Death of Household Head, Household I 
Relationship 
To 
Household 
Head 
1 HH 
2 Wi 
3 So 
4 Ilo.-i - L 
5 Grda! 
6 Grda2 7 areo 
)I'd . = died 
Census 
Year 
1928 
65 
58 
27 
32 
8 
7 
5 
in 
Age at Death 
of Household 
Head, 1933 
(70 ) 
63 
32 
37 
13 
12 
10 
Time of 
Kin Tie 
With House-
hold Head 
46 
32 
14 
13 
12 
10 
Time of 
Kin Tie with 
Wife of House-
hold Head ,<1 .*1960 
(90) 
59 
41 
37 
Da - i-L = Daughte r-in- Law 
HH = Household Head Gr da = Granddaughter (1 , 2 = 
Wi = Wife 
So = Bo n 
Relationship 
To 
Household 
Head 
1948-66 
2 lk> 
3 HH 
4 Wi 
7 So 
8 Da- i-L 
9 Greo 
10 Grda 
elder, younger) 
Gr ao = Grandso n 
TABLE 11 
Kinship and Age Subsequent to Death of 
Original Household Head, Household I 
1948 1953 1961 
78 83 
47 52 60 
52 57 65 
25 JO 38 
18 23 31 
5 13 
3 11 
1966 
65 
70 
43 
36 
18 
16 
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TABLE 12 
Household Cycle, Household I 
1928 1933 1948 1953 1961 1966 
Number of 
~mbers 7 6 5 7 6 6 
Change in 
'~mber5hip ( + ) +lM +2B 
Change in 
J.i!mbersh1p ( - ) 
- lD 
- 2M 
- 10 
Number of 
Generations 3 3 4 3 3 
Average Age 
in Household 28. 8 27. 8 44 36 .1 36 . 3 41. 3 
I!ax1mal 
Age 'Dlatance be 
'J bO 80 49 49 
Average Years 
Between 
Generations 
I - II 32 28 29 29 28 28 
II - III 23 23 28 28 23 23. 
III - IV 18 
Key : D ( Death) M (lI.arriage ) B (Birth ) 
Number of 
Couples 
1 and 2 
3 and 4 
7 and 8 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
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TABLE 13 
Kin Category Shifts at Death of 
Household Head I, 1933 
Wi 
--; 
So 
--> 
Da-i-L 
---> 
Grd"l 
--> 
Grda2 ----7 
Grso 
---> 
TABLE 14 
Fertility Synopsis , Household I 
Age o f Age of Years to Yeare to 
M:l 
HI! 
Wi 
Dal 
Da
2 
So 
Groom Bride 1st Child Last Child 
24 17 4 17 
18 23 1 5 
24 17 1 J 
Completed 
NwrIDer of 
Children 
5 
4 
2 
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FIGURE 7 
HOUSEHOLD II 
6 
4 
2 
9 
1928 
FIGURE 8 
HOUSEHOLD II 
4 
2 
6,--..>-010 
II 
12 
1945 YEAR OF DEATH OF 
HOUSEHOLD HEAD 
9 
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FIGURE 9 HOUSEHOLD IIA FIGURE 10 HOUSEHOLI 
6 
9 
II 12 
1948 /1953/1961/1966 1948 
FIGURE" HOUSEHOLD "B 
1953 /1961/1966 
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TABLE 15 
Kinship and Age to Death of Household Hend, Household Ir 
Relationship Titre of Time of 
To Census Age at Death Kin Tie Kin Tie with 
Household Year of Household With House- Wife of House-
Head 192$ Head, 1945 hold Head hold Head, 
d .1911 
11lli 63 (80) 19 
2 So A 34 51 51 17 
3 Do-i-L A 32 49 29 
4 So B 27 44 44 10 
5 De-i-1 H 27 44 22 
6 Greo A1 11 28 28 
7 Grea Ar,* 6 , 
B Grda Bl* 4 
9 Grda B2 2 19 19 
10 Grdo-i-L. A 26 8 
11 Great Grda A 5 5 
12 Great Greo A 1 1 
• Both grandchildren had left the villoge by 1945. 
- 8/. -
TABLE 16 
Kinship and Age Subsequent to !eath. of 
Original Household Head, Household II 
Relationship 
To 
Household 1948 1953 1961 1966 N, 
Head I 
CI 
HHA 2!!H 54 59 67 72 
3 Wi 52 57 65 70 
6 So 31 36 44 49 CI 
10 Da-i-L 29 34 42 47 I 
11 Grda* 8 13 21 26 
12 Grsol! 4 9 17 22 
HI!B N, 
4 Hli 47 52 6C 65 ( 
5 Wi 47 52 6C 65 
9Da 22 A, 
* They both left the village shortly after 1966 M. 
A-
I 
I 
I 
* 
IC 
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TABLE 17 
Household Cycle, Household II 
19h8 1953 1961 1966 
1928 (1945)" A B A B A B A B 
Number of 
Members 9 9 6 3 6 2 6 2 6 2 
Change 1n 
Membershi p (+ ) +lM 
+2B 
Change in 
Membership( - ) - 1M - 1M 
-lMig. 
- lD 
Number at' 
Generations 3 3 3 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 
Average Age 
in Household 22 ·9 29 ·7 29 ·7 38 .7 3h .7 52 42 .7 60 47.7 65 . 0 
Maximal 
Age Distance 61 79 50 25 50 0 50 0 50 0 
Average Years 
Between 
Generations 
I -II 33 23 23 25 23 23 
II - III 24 21 24 24 
-
22 
III - IV 24 
' Year of death of Household Head 
Key: Mig. (Migration assumed) 
I 
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TABLE 18 
Kin Category Shifts at Death of 
Household Head II, 191'5 
2 So - A + 3 HH A 
3 Da-i-L A + Wi A L 4 So - B + HH B 
5 Da-1-L B + Wi B 
6 Grso Al + Son Al 
9 Grda B2 + Da B2 
10 Grda- i - L A + Da-1-L A 
TABLE 19 
Fertil ity Synopsis , Household II 
Number of Age of Age of Years to Years to Completed 
Couples Croom Bride 1st Child Last Child Number of 
Children 
1 and A 21 18 1 9 3 
2 and 3 22 20 1 6 2 
J, and 5 22 22 1 3 2 
6 and 10 20 18 3 1 2 
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FIGURE 12 HOUSEHOLD III FIGURE 13 HOUSEHOLD III 
6 7 
1928 1948 
FIGURE 14 HOUSEHOLD III FIGURE 15 HOUSEHOLD III 
7 
1951 YEAR OF DEATH OF 
1953 HOUSEHOLD HEAD 1961/1966 
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TABLE 20 
Kinship and />f!.e to I:eflth of Househol d Head , Househol d I II 
Relationship 
To 
Household 
Hea.d 
1. HH 
2. Vii 
3. So 
4. Da 
5. DB.- i - L 
6. Gracl !l-
7. Grso2 
9. Grda- i-L 
Census 
YeaT 
1928 
48 
48 
27 
19 
18 
I 
10. Great Grsa 
Census 
Year 
1948 
68 
68 
47 
38 
16 
Age at teath 
of Household 
Head , 1954 
(71 ) 
71 
50 
41 
19 
Time of 
Ki n Tie 
Wi th House -
hold Head 
51 
50 
24 
19 
Tirre of 
Ki n Tie With 
Wife of House-
hol d Head ,d. 1958 
58 
32 
27 
3 
5 
* He left the village after World War II . 
TABLE 21 
Kinship and Age Subsequent to I:eath of 
Ori ginal Household Head, Househol d III 
Relationship 
To Census 
Household 
Head 1953 1961 1966 
3HH 52 60 65 
5 Wi 43 51 56 
2lJo 73 
7 So 21 28 33 
9 Da-i- L 26 31 
10 Greo 8 13 
11 Grda 2 7 
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TABLE 22 
Household Cycle , Household III 
1928 1948 
Number of 
Members 
Change in 
l.~mbersh!p ( . ) +lb 
Change in 
-1M 
},~nt>ership ( - ) -lMii? 
Nwrber of 
Generations 3 3 
Average Age 
in Household 26 . 7 47. 4 
Maximal 
Age Distance 48 52 
Averaee Years 
Between 
Generations 
I - II 27 26 
II - III 21 26 
1 Year of Death of Household Head 
2 ~fule assumed to have migrated 
(1951)1 1953 
4 4 
-lD 
3 
42 . 3 47 . 2 
52 52 
26 26 
26 26 
1961 1966 
6 6 
' 28 
.. ~),f 
- lD 
3 3 
29. 2 34 . 2 
58 58 
2B 28 
Number or 
Couples 
1 and 2 
3 and 5 
7 and 9 
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TABLE 23 
Kin Category Shifts at lR£lth of 
Household Head III, 1951 
2 Wi J,b 
3 So HH 
; Da-i-L Wi 
'1 Grso So 
TABLE 24 
Fel't1l1 ty Synopsis , Household III 
Age of /,ge of Years to Years to 
Groom Bride 1st Child Laet Child 
20 20 1 9 
26 17 1 5 
23 20 1 4 
Completed 
Number of 
Children 
2 
2 
2 
s L 
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FIGURE 16 HOUSEHOLD IV 
6 
1928 
FIGURE 17 HOUSEHOLD IV 
1942 YE AR OF DEATH 
OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD 
5 
I. not in residence 1928 
2. e.oct dotes of birth 
uncertain 
FIGURE 18 HOUSEHOLD IV 
6 7 
1948 
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FIGURE 19 HOUSEHOLD IVB FIGURE 20 HOUSEHOLD 
14 
7 
1953 
12L 
1953/1961 
FIGURE 21 HOUSEHOLD IVB FIGURE 22 HOUSEHOLD 
14 12 13 
1961 1 1966 1966 
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TABLE 25 
Kinship and Age to ~ath of Household Head #1, Household I\' 
RelationGhip 
To 
Household 
Head 
lHH 
2 1'0 
3 S1 
4 Wi 
5 Br 
6& A 
7 So D 
8Da A 
9Da B 
10 Oa-1-L A 
11 Da-1-L 8 
12 Grsc Bl 
13 Grao 82 
14 Grso A 
15 Grda Ai 
16 Grda A2 
Census 
Year 
1928 
40 
62 
18 
31 
23 
9 
7 
5 
2 
Age at Death 
of Household 
Head, 1942 
(54 ) 
76 
45 
23 
21 
19 
16 
Time of 
Kin 'l'1e 
With House-
hold Head 
54 
22 
23 
21 
19 
16 
TiJre of Kin 
Tie with Wi fe 
of Household 
!lead d. ,1961 
42 
40 
13 
12 
10 
12 
9 
8 
6 
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TABLE 26 
Kinship and Age Subsequent to Death of 
Original Household Head, Household IV 
Relationship 
To 
Household 1948 1953 1961 
Head 
HOUSEUOLD B 
4M:> 51 (2 ) (2 ) 
6 HI! B 29 34 42 
7 Br 27 (2) (2) 
10 Wi 27 32 40 
14 So 1 9 
15 Dal 8 
16 Da 6 
HOUSEHOLD A 
4 lAo (1) 56 64 
7 HIi A ( 1) 32 40 
11 Wi (1) 31 J9 
12 Sol 2 10 
13 S02 4 12 
(1 ) Still part of Household B 
(2) Part of Housebold A 
~ 
1966 
, 
(2) 
47 
(2 ) 
45 
14 
13 
11 
45 
44 
15 
17 
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TABLE 27 
Household Cycle I Household IV 
- ) 
Census 
1928 1942' 
9 
3 
21 . 9 
60 
]2 
24 
6 
-1 Mi g. 
-1 II 
- 1 D 
3 
33. 4 
60 
31 
26 
'Year of' Death o f Household Head 
Census Census 1953 Census 1%1 Census 11)66 
1948 Po B A BAn 
4 
+1 M 
-1 D 
- 2 11 
2 
JJ. 5 
24 
23 
5 
+1 M 
+2 B 
3 
25.0 
54 
24 
28 
+1 B 
2 
22 . 3 
J3 
3 
3) . 8 
54 
24 
28 
5 
+2 D 
2 
21 . 0 
36 
4 5 
-1 D 
2 2 
30. 2 26. 0 
30 J6 
28 33 
Number of 
Couples 
A and 2 
1 and 4 
6 and 10 
7 and 11 
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TABLE 28 
Kin Category Shifts at Death o f 
Household Head, 1942 
Household IV 
2\\) ~ GrIIX) 
4 Wi 
---'> J.i:> 
6 SOl 
---'> Hl! 
7 S02 
---'> Br 
8 JAil 
--'> 5il 
9 JAi2 ---'> Si2 
TABLE 29 
Fertility Synopsis, Household IV 
Age of Age of Years to Years to 
Groom Bride 1st Child Last Child 
26 25 7 71 
32 23 -1 6 
29 2? 4 7 
28 27 0 2 
FI~ 
Co1!Jlleted 
Number of ~ 
Children -
3 
4 
3 
2 S 
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FIGURE 23 HOUSEHOLD V 
1928 
FIGURE 24 HOUSEHOLD V 
7 
9 10 
1948/1953 
FIGURE 25 HOUSEHOLD V 
7 
9 10 
1958 YEAR OF DEATH 
OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD 
- 9H -
FIGURE 26 HOUSEHOLD V 
7 
1961 
FIGURE 27 HOUSEHOLD V 
7 
10 
1966 
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TABLE 30 
Kinship and Age to teeth of Household Head , Household V 
Relationship Time of Time of 
To Census Census Census Age at Death Kin Tie Kin Tie wi th 
Household Year Year Year of Household With House- Wife of House-
Head 1928 1948 1953 Head, 1958 hold Head hold Head 
1HJl 64 84 89 (94 ) 72 
2 Wi 60 80 85 90 72 
3 So 39 59 64 69 69 71 
4 o&-1-L 28 48 53 58 39 41 
5 Grda A 8 
6 Grda B 7 
7 Grao 5 25 30 35 35 37 
8 Grda-1-L 26 31 36 14 16 
9 Great Grela 2 7 12 12 14 
10 Great Grae 1 6 11 11 13 
-
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TABLE J1 
Kinship and Age Subsequent to Death of 
Original Household Head, Household V 
Relationship 
To 
Househol d 
Head 
J HH 
4 Wi 
750 
8 Da-i-L 
9 Grda 
10 Grso 
Census 
1961 
72 
61 
J8 
J9 
15 
1J 
Census 
1966 
77 
66 
4J 
44 
18 
-
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TABLE 32 
Household Cycle , Household V 
1928 1946 1953 . 1956 1961 1966 
Nwnber of 
l~mbers 7 6 6 7 6 5 
Change in +lM lfembersh ip (+ ) +2B 
Change in 
- 2M Membership ( - ) -lD -lD - lM 
Number of 
Generations 3 4 4 4 3 
Average Age 
in Household 29.4 40. 6 46.1 44.4 ')9 . 7 49.6 
Maximal 
Age Distance 59 63 88 79 59 59 
Average Yea.rs 
Between 
Generations 
I - II 29 29 29 26 
II - III 26 28 28 28 28 28 
III - IV 24 24 24 24 26 
Nwnber of 
Couples 
1 and 2 
3 and 4 
7 and 8 
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TABLE 33 
Kin Category Shifts at Death of 
Household Head , 1958 
Household V 
2 Wi ) ttl 
3 So ) lUI 
4 I:a-i-L ) Wi 
7 Grao ) So 
8 Grda-i-L ) Da-i-L 
9 Creat Grda ) Grda 
10 Great Grao :2 Grse 
TABLE 34 
Fertility Synopsis , Household V 
Age of Age of Years to Years to 
Groom Bride 1st Child Last Child 
22 20 1 7 
30 19 1 4 
21 22 2 4 
Completed 
Number of 
Children 
4 
3 
2 
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FIGURE 28 HOUSEHOLD VI FIGURE 29 HOUSEHOLD VI 
3 3 
1928 1948/1953 
-B. 1921. D. 1926 
FIGURE 30 HOUSEHOLD VI FIGURE 31 HOUSEHOLD VI 
1959 1961/1966 
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TABLE 35 
Kinship and Age to Death of Household Head, Household VI 
Relationship Tine of 
To Census Census Census Age at Death Kin Tie 
Household Year Year Year of Household With Houae-
Head 1926 1946 1953 He.d , 1959 hold Head 
IHH 45 65 70 76 
2 Wi 32 52 57 63 39 
3 So 5 25 30 
4De 3 
105 -
TABLE 36 
Household Cycle , Household VI 
census Census Census CensuB Census 
1928 194H 1953 19591 1961 1966 
Number of 
Members 4 3 3 1 1 1 
Change in 
Mambers hip ( + ) 
Change in 
- li!1g. Membershi o ( - ) 
- 1M 
- lD 
Number of 
Generations 2 2 1 1 1 
Average Age 
in Household 21. 3 47. 3 52. 3 63 65 70 
Maximal 
Age Distance 42 40 40 
Years Between 
Generations I-II 34 J4 34 
1 Year of death of Household Head 
NUIIiber of 
Couple 
1 and 2 
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TABLE 37 
Kin Category Shifts at ~ath of 
Household Head, 1959 
Household VI 
(2) Wi ) Hl! 
TABLE 38 
Fertility Synopsi s , Housebold VI 
Age of Age of Years to YeaTs to 
Groom Bride 1st Child t ast Child 
37 24 1 5 
, 
• 
Corrpleted 
Nwrber of 
Children 
-
107 
-
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FI GURE 33 HOUSEHOLD VII A 
10 
18 19 
1948 
FIGURE 34 HOUSEHOLD VII B 
22 
3 6 - 0 4 
210 -
1948 
13 
23 
FIGURE 35 HOUSEHOLD vile 
15 
1948 
- ]09 -
FIGURE 36 HOUSEHOLD VilA 
18 
1953 
FIGURE 37 HOUSEHOLD VII B 
3~- 0 4 
13 
22 23 
1953 
FIGURE 38 HOUSEHOLD vile 
15 
1953 
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FIGURE 39 HOlJSEHOLD VII A 
10 
18 19 
1961 
FIGURE 40 HOUSEHOLD VII B 
13~021 
LI961 
22 
FIGURE 41 HOUSEHOLD VII C 
27 
1961 
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FIGURE 42 HOUSEHOLD VII A 
10 
18 19 
1966 
FIGURE 43 HOUSEHOLD VII B 
13 
22 
1966 
FIGURE 44 HOUSEHOLD VII C 
146 5b-Os 
15 
30 
1966 
27 
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TJlBLE 39 
Ki nship and Age of Household VIlA 
• 
Relationship to CensUB Census Census Census Census 
Household Head 1928 1948 1953 1961 1966 
1 . IfiI 47 67 72 80 85 
2. Wi 41 61 66 74 79 
3. Br 43 
4. Si- i-r" 43 
5. Ne1(BrSo) 29 
6. NeVAVi 30 
7. Si- i - L2 57 
8. Da1 21 
9. Da2 18 
10. SOl 7 27 32 40 45 
1l. S02 4 
12. Nie1 (Brda) 11 
13. NeiBrSo) 16 
14. Nie2( BrDe) 22 
15. GrNie1 (BrSoDe) 3 
16. GrNie2( BrSoDe ) 1 
17. D8- i - L 21 26 34 39 
18. Graol 2 7 15 20 
19. Grso2 3 8 16 21 
20 . Grda 4 9 17 
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TABLE 40 
Kinship and Age of Household VII, B, e 
Household B 1948 1953 1961 1966 
Members Census Census Census Census 
3 HlI B 63 68 76 81 
4 Wi 63 68 
13 So 36 41 49 54 
21 Da-i-L 29 34 42 47 
22 Grso 12 17 25 30 
23 Grda 10 15 
28 Grda-i-L 23 
29 Great erda 3 
Household C 
)fembers 
5 HI! C 49 54 62 67 
6 Wi 50 55 63 68 
14 51 42 47 55 60' 
15 Dal 23 28 36 41' 
16 D02 21 26 34 39* 
24 Da3 10 15 23 
25 tn4 26 
26 50- i -L 29 34-
27 Grso 3 8 
30 Grso 5 
*The cont inued presence of these women in the household i s 
ununual; # ' s 14 end 15 did not rr.arry; #16 '8 husband is #26. 
TABLE 41 
Household Cycle - Household VII 
- - -
Census Census 1948 Census 1953 Census 1961 I Census 1966 1928 A B C A B C A B C A B C 
Number of 
f·lembers 16 7 6 7 (2D) I 7 6 6 7 L 8 1 6 6 8 
Change in 
Membership ( + ) +lM +UL +2B (+9) I - I - +lM I - +114 +lB +3B +2B +lB +lB 
Change in 
Membership ( - ) 
- lMig . ·- lM - lD (- 5) I - - lM - lD , -L~ - lM - 2M. - ll< 
Number of 
Generations 3 3 3 2 I 3 3 2 1 3 3 3 I 3 4 3 >-' >-' ... 
Average Age 
Within Househol d 26 . 2 26 . 4 35 . 5 31.6 1 31.4 LO . 5 37 . 5 1 39 .L L8 . 0 38 . 1 1 48 .2 39 .7 40 . 2 
Maximum Age 
1
65 
1
65 1 65 Distance 46 65 53 LO 53 40 51 60 78 63 
Average Age 
Between 
Generations 
I- II 46 40 31 LO 31 LO 31 40 31 
II- III 16 21 22 27 21 22 29 21 21 30 22 24 27 
III- IV 28 24 32 
---
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TABLE 42 
Ferti l ity Analys i s 
Househol d VII 
Number of Age of Age of Years to Years to Completed 
Couples Groom Bride 1st Child Last Child Number of 
Children 
1 and b 20 23 6 9 2 
1 and 2 39 33 1 4 2 
c and 7 19 16 12 19 2 
3 and 4 20 20 2 7 2 
5 and 6 22 23 4 17 5 
10 and 17 21 15 2 4 3 
13 and 21 24 17 0 2 2 
22 and 28 26 19 1 . 1 1 
26 and 16 25 30 1 4 2 
-
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FIGURE 46 HOUSEHOLD VIII A 
3 
13 18 
19 
1948 
FIGURE 47 HOUSEHOLD VIII B 
7 21 
24 
1948 
23 
- llS -
FIGURE 48 HOUSEHOLD VIII A 
1~-02 
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19 28 
1953 YEAR OF DEATH OF 
HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD 
FIGURE 49 HOUSEHOLD VIII B 
7 21 
22 23 
1953 
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FIGURE 50 HOUSEHOLD VIII A FIGURE 51 HOUSEHOLD VIII C 
19 
29 1961/1966 
1961/1966 
FIGURE 52 HOUSEHOLD VIII B FIGURE 53 HOUSEHOLD VIII B 
7 
22 
1966 
TABLE 43 
Kinship and Age to Death o f Househo ld Head , Houschol~ VI I I 
Ti me of 
Age at Time of Kin Ki n Tie With 
Relationship Death o f Tie With Wife of 
to Household Census Census Household Household Household 
Head 1928 1948 Head, 1953 Head (1933) Head ,d . 1946 
1. HH 56 76 (81 ) 57 
2 . Wi 61 57 
3 . So 28 48 53 53 46 
4 . na- i - 'lI 32 52 57 36 29 · 
5 . Da- i -lt B 64 69 47 40 
8 . GrS"A1 10 
9 . Grd"B 1 19 
10. Grdaa2 17 
... 
11. Grd"B 3 '" 0 J 8 28 26 13 . GrsQ\2 33 33 
14 . Grd"A 6 
1 
15. Grd"A. 3 
2 
16. Grs"A4 1 36 41 41 34 
18 . GrdaA 10 15 15 8 J 
19 . GreatGrs<A 2 7 7 0 
20. Grda-i-l..Al 24 29 8 1 
26 . Grda- i - LA2 22 1 
27 . GreatGrdaAl 3 3 
28. GreatGrds A2 1 1 
(Continued) 
• 
TABLE 43 - (Continued ) 
Time of 
Age at Time of Ki n Kin Tie With 
Relationship Death o"f Tie With Wife of 
to Household Cen sus Census House hold Household Household 
Head 1928 1948 Head, 1953 Head (1933) Head, d . 1946 
Household VIII*B 
6. D.- i-LC 40 6. Mo 60 65 45 38 
7. GrsOC 18 7. HB B 38 43 43 36 
12. Grdac 15 
21. Grda- i - L,C 21 . Wi 38 43 23 16 
22 . GreatGrsq:: 22 . SO B 13 18 18 11 1 .... 
23 . GreatGrs~ 2 23 . SoC 10 15 15 8 '" .... 
21, . GreatGrda C 24 . De. 15 13 
25 . Mo- i-L 67 72 
*It is considered that bilateral kin ties continue even aft er the household divides. 
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TABLE 44 
Kinship and Age Arter Death of HOUBehold Heed 
Household VIII 
Relationship to Census Census 
Household Head 1961 1966 
Household VIllA 
J . HH A 61 66 
16. So 49 54 
26. Da-i-L 30 35 
29 . Grso 3 8 
30 . Grdal 8 13 
3l. Grd82 6 11 
Household VIIIB 
7. IIllB 51 56 
6. )'0 73 78 
2l. \Vi 51 56 
22 . So 26 31 
32 . o.-i-L 21 26 
33 . Grdal 5 
34. Gr da2 3 
Household VIIIe 
13. lUI 41 46 
20 . Wi 37 42 
19. So 18 20 
27 . 0'1 11 16 26 . Da'2 9 14 
• 
, 
TABLE 45 
Household Cycle - Household VIII 
Census Census 1948 Census 1953 Census 1961 Census 1966 
1928 A B A B A B C A B C 
Number of 
J,embers 16 9 7 11 6 6 5 5 6 7 5 
Change in 
• ~~r.ibership ( + ) +1M +111 (+lH -i -L}>lIA +38 +lH - +28 
Addi tions +28 +38 +28 
Change in - mig . 
>-' Member shi p ( - ) 
- lD - lM - u( - 2 D - lD 
'" Subtractions - 5M - lJI - 1I1il . w 
Number of 
Generations 3 4 3 4 3 3 3 2 3 4 2 
Average Age 
Vii tP.1n Househol d 22.5 37.8 34.4 :30. 0 43. 0 26. 244.422. 6 31.236. 727.6 
J.f.arlmum ft.ge 
Distance 61 74 57 68 57 55 52 32 55 75 32 
Average Age 
Between 
('..enerations 
I - II 22 21 
II - III 26 30 26 32 26 22 22 22 22 
III - IV 22 25 24 26 34 28 27 34 28 22 
IV - V 24 
* Addition of MOther- in- law 
TABLE 46 
Kin Category Shifts at teath of 1I0usehold Head (1) 
in Household VIllA (Fi~. 48) 
3 . So HR 
4. Da-i-L Vii 
5. Da-i-L Si-i-L 
16 . Grso So 
26. Grda-i-L Da-i-L 
23 . GnSo So 
20. Grda-i-L Da-i-L 
18. Grda Da 
19. Great Grso Grso 
27. Great Orda r.rda 
28. Great Grda Grda 
TABLE 47 
Fertility Synopsis , Household VIII 
Number of AfY' of Age of Years to Years to Conpleted 
Couples Groom Bride 1st Child Last Child Number of 
Children 
1 and 2 17 22 0 11 5 
3 snd 4 17 21 1 21 6 
c and 5 17 22 3 19 J 
d snd 6 17 20 2 5 2 
13 and 20 25 21 1 7 3 
7 snd 21 20 20 3 8 3 
16 and 26 24 21 1 6 3 
22 snd 32 23 18 J 5 2 
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